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INTRODUCTION

It took man roughly 475,000 years?
to arrive at the Agricultural Revolution.
It required another 25,000 years to come
to the Industrial Revolution. We hay
'arrived At the "Space ge" ln a 14 ed

and fifty years--and w ile we o1 kn.
where we go from here, we c e sure:that A

s we shall go there fas

.e

A as passed since Oar ep, Frankel made that statement. The

events of the last ten years very his pedicfion that unforeseen and

rapid change would be a fact of A erican life.

In the last ten years, Amer ans have been to the moon several

times. Vietnam has exploded'ap ebbed i-n'importance "Student activists'' have

com4'and gone; so have "hippies and "yippies" and "black panthers" and

"weathermen. ". The political c nfidence of the "new frontier" has given way

to the political_ uncertainty f the 70's. The fuel-burning Cadillac has

,

become a symbol of the worst as well as the best, of American affluence.

Civil Rights has spawned new movemen s for pace, ecology, women's rights,

and other groups and causes

Labor in America has of been immune to change. Many years have

passed since this was a ru al,Thgridultural nation. ,Even industrial

America is changing. /Tod y, the American labor fOrce produces more services

than material goods. Jt unskilled workers are forced to become skilled in

such areas as abstra t t inking or be replaced by automation. The primary

requirement for employm nt is changing from physical power to mental agility.

These changes !Inc ease the role of education in the careers of

-American workers. Hay ghurst (8) asserts that the right to wor0s tied

S
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4

to the acquisition of educa
. Bebout (2) states that edUcation helps

workers adapt to automation, therefo
//'.

for decent living in society.

formal education is a prereq$isite

For at least two reasons, two-year colleges and in particular,

community colleges, play a major/role in theeducation of American workers.

First, two-year community colleges are the most accessible, institutions of

higher educationin the nation,. Geographically, financially, and academically,

community colleges make their education accessible to Americans. Second,

the changes in the labor force require education beyond high school but, for

most jobs, below the baccalaureate level. About half of the labor force is

employed in semi-professional and technical jobs; twoyear colleges want to

educate this middle -lififty percent" of Atherican manpower (7).

The two-year.college has been involved sin \occU4tional, education for

many years..Thisinvolvement began with the signing, of the Smith-Hughes Act

in the 1920's., The Depression increased the need for two-year.college

occupational ograms. After World War II, the two-year college expanded

dramatically. Among the reasons for its expansion were the emergence of

new fields of technology and the vocational-educational needs of returning

military personnel (10).

Two-yehr college educition has continued to expand. During the 1960's,

new two-year colleges opeqed at the approximate rate of one per week (4 )'.

Student numbers doubled between'1964 and 1969; by 1,969 half of the beginning

college students in the United States were enrolled in two-year colleges (1).

9
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Two -y-( college occupational programs have been affected by the

cha in society and its work force. Cohen (5) claims that two-year

ccupational programs are unstable because they reflect rapid technological

/

/
sociological change's. He'describes a shift from drafting, machine

'toolin automotive and agriculture programs to "space age" programs such

as electronics and computer technology. Today, some "space age" tech ology

. programs lose enrollment to service programs such as nursing and la

forcement. Even some service programs are losing students because they do

not reflect current needs in the job market. As the job market shifts,

so does the enrollment in two-year college occupational programs.

These shifts create important problems for two-year college educators.

The problems are philosophical.: what education enables students to be

effectively employed in a world of change? They are also pragmatic: tech-

nical and vocational education programs cost'more than liberal arts

programs if the necessary equipment and personnel are secured (3).

If an fails to attract students, then the monetary
- -

impact can devas',ate a college.

The problems are not discrete. The pragmatic affects the philosophical.

The failure of a program can prevent a college from achieving its total goals.

This problem of program failure is especially likely in today's political

climate. The public often cares, more about the efficient use of its tax dollar's

than it cares about the abstract 'educational concerns of two-year colleges.

The well of tax dollars has dried up'. During the 1960's college

educators became spoiled by the easy availability of public money. The

1976's have been different. Tag levies, have failed.and budgets have been



cut.' Educators ha

needed*, and why it

'maximum efficien

-6-

e been fo ced

needed to a

and economy f

ow what is. where it is

ax-weary public. ThepubItc,

r the usebof its scarce, resources

K.

1

demanded

Many two-year college educators have had,tb fight to maintain existing
,

programs. It is double the effort 'cor them\to establisknew and exPenslve

occupational programs.

What should they do? When shouleLtfiey

ew occupational program? When shoul

reso ces? What information do they nee1

t college resources to a

se n. t to risk those

A projec

/
State Educati

aqd Life-Scienc.

/evaluated and d

to answer these q estions has bee funded by the New York

De.rtment through the New York Std e-College-atAgriculture
.

ellOniversiti. TO project has developed,

urinated system for occupational program planning in

two-year colleges.. The first ar of the project de oted to the

development of the System; the se 0 has been direc ed to the, evaluation an

dfsenination of the System.

The goal, of the project has been to Help two-year co lege educators

investigate an occupatiVnal program thoroughly and systemati ally before they

decide its,fate. The educators need to know particular information at

particular times in order to make appropriate decisions about an 'ccupational

program.. A system should help them make those decisions.

The watchword of the project has been "usability". The System m

usable by two-year colleges. The project will fail if the System is ne er

st be

la

used hp the colleges. The System most find a home on the desks,. not the

shelves, of two-year college educators.-

er



The usability of the System wa increased by the involvement of two-
.

year colleges throughout the project. Deans, from six community colleges --

Broome, Corning, Finger Lakes, Jefferson, Monroe and Tompkins-:Cortland --

helped develop the System during the first phase of the project. The

System was used at three community colleges -- Corning, Genesee, and Monroe

during the second phase. ,Finally, it was disseminated to educators at

sixteen two-year colleges through on-campus and regional workshops in New

York State.

The usability of the System was tested in a variety of ways at the

three community colleges.' At Corning, a program development analyst

examined the establishment of a dental hygiene program. The analyst, a

dental hygienist, had no experience in program planning._ 'Thus, she used

the System first as-,an aid to understanding the process and parameters of

program planning. Then she investigated the feasibility of a dental

hygieneprogram at the college. Her final recommendation, not to establish
tf

the program, was based on a low demand-moderate supply employment market

for hygien

At Genesee, stem was used by an ad hcic curriculum committee in

their attempt to standar ze criteria for curriculum review. Committee

members and.division chai en used the System to understand the college-

. wide concerns of program Olinning at Genesee. The committee differentiated

areas of all-college concern, in which they could ask questions of, substance

(e.g. "how cl4 c) the goals of this program relate to the mission of the

college?"), froth other concerns, in which they could only ask questions

about research procedure (e.g. did you arrive at the estimate of jobs

in the field?").

-
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At Monroe, the Dean of Curriculum and two faculty members thoroughly
b

examined the System for help in the planning of two programs. The System

was used to narrow the parameters of one program -- from an experimental,

costly and vague design tOa more feasible design for implementation.

Planners of the second'program used the System as a guide in their field

research of similar, existing programs. The planners asked administrators'

of those programs selected questions from the System.

Finally, the System was disseminated to sixteen colleges through
A

on- campus and regional workshops. Faculty and administrators from Monroe,

Jefferson, Corning, Mohawk Valley, Genessee, Cobleskill, Herkimer, Jamestowp

arid Erte_learned aboUt the System?through on-campus meetings. Faculty and ;

administrators .from'Sullivan, Delhi, Dutchess, Rockland,, Borough of -

Manhattan, Suffolk and New. YOA City learned bout the System at, -regional

workshop-in Spring Va4ley. In additioh, administrators at three more

colleges -- Tompkins-Cortland, Broome and Finger Lakes -- learned about

the System through their work on the'advisory committee of the Ooject,..

In addition, an article abotit the project and the System was accepted for

Fall 1975 publication in the Community College Review, a national journal

;004' for two7year college educators. The article is titled: "Occupational

V.
program Planning: A Systematic Approkh."

This document Is the ffnal product of the Project%...1t-40vances the

work in an earlier publiCation, A Decision System For Occupational Programs

in Community Colleges. This documet; like the earlier publication, is

divided into three parts. Part one is color-coded in yellow; it contains

the project System. This section of the document should be most useful

to the two-year college program planner. InSart two, materials and concepts

, 13
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ar- reviewed that have been important.in the development of the System.

First, the literature on occupational program planning in two-year colleges

is explored. Then, the reader is informed of important concepts in the

development of the System. Both of these reviews can serve as resources

for*the researcher of occupational program systems. Part three is also

color -coded in yellow. It contains a simulation that can be used by the
40'

program planner. The simulation introduces many of the sources and kinds .

of information program planners can use.
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INTRODUCTION TO A NEW SYSTEM

In 'the last thirty years, many words have been written about occupa-

tional program planning in two-year colleges. Unfortunately, the abundanCe

of wordg has not been matched by improvements in the,deVelopment process.

The pro llilligintially the same today as it was in the 1940's: Someone
, -

get idea for a program. He or she meets with representatives oft

local business. They discuss the needs of business and plan a program

to meet those needs. '.111g7 representatives of business become an advisory

committee. A survey isconducted._U-itimately a program proposal emerges

for approval by the college and the state.

This process of program planning)has been historically important to

two-year colleges. It has encouraged .COmmunication between the college

94 and the community. It has createdvprograms that fit the needs of students

and the community. Thus, this pr'ocess has helped fulfill the proMise of

the "community" college.

1

But the.historical process does not meet the needs of modern two-year

colleges. It lacks comprehensiveness and order. There are many ,important

questions'whieh arise in the process of planning a program: Does the

progrA fit the philosophy of the college? Will it be supported by the
e*-4V

staff? Does this program overlap the programs offlocal.and regional

agencies? The historical process may enable all the relevant questions to

be asked, but there is no guarantee that these questions; will emerge. If

they do emerge, they may emerge haphazardly. A question on students migiit

be asked here, a question on employment there. The questions, and thus

their accompanying answers, emerge in no systematic order.

16



Many of the recent att pts to systematize the program plannin

have not been very help 1 (see Part Two for examples of such syst

process

these systems have en written at an abstract level. They have no

systematized th reality of occupational program planning -- the r al

questions, t conflicting priorities, the tough decisions. The s stalls/.

have been, argely theoretical and generally unusable by two -year c lle*"/

educators.
\

A good system for program planning must overcome both the/-

haphazardness of the traditional decision process andAhea6strac ness

of the new "systems." It must be based in the realityiof two-yea colleges

but it must try to order that reality in logical, ways. A good s .tem

blends reality and theory for the improvement of the planning pr cess.

In the program planning System developed in this project, theory delineates

thf.procedural framework and reality provides the content.

The System covers two decisions which are required by the tate

University of New York (SUNY) before a program is approved. Th- first,

an estimation decision, is whether or not the program shpillcibe investigated.

, A positive decision results in a commitment to investigate prog'am

feasibility. In New York State this commitment is indicated by a Letter

of Intent to SUNY. The second decision, precision decision, is whether

or not the program should be, adopted. A positive decision culminates in

a formal program proposal.

The State University of New York has also specified that academic

program proposals include iix categories of information or decision areas:

identity, articulation, resources, students, support, anti evaluation.

The System from this project includes these six categories and a seventh,

employment, which is a direct concern in occupational program planning.

1:7



The Orimary purpose of the System is to help two-year college

'educators plan occupational programs. Another use of the System is to

analyze successful prbgrams at other two-year colleges. The System can

help the edu ator understand the operation of a successful program of the

type in w h he is interested. Other ,purposes and uses of the System

might occur.to the reader. The System could serve as an in-service educa-

tion device-for faculty. Curriculum committees could use it as (basis

of their discussions. College staff could analyze existing programs

through the System. The potential uses of the System are many and varied.

The chart,on page 15 is the schematic representation of the System.
e

The estimation and precision decisions are displayed. Displayed within

each of these decisions.are subordinate areas of concern. Each area con-
,

t ins a set of questions which needs to!be considered in arriving at a

rogram decision. In this System, each set of qUestions which comprises

, a subordinate area is termed a subsystem, e.g., Identity subsystem.

The precision decisicin includes the establishment of crterid, the

gathering of facts, and the formation of judgments in each -of thedecision

areas or subsystems. The judgments are summarized for the final decision

concerning the adoption of the program.

The reader should note that the subsystems are placed in a general,

not mandatory order ofrpriority. Arrows'do not fix the connegtiolls between.

the subsystems. This arrangeMent is intended to provide the program

initiator with a comprehensive yet flexible system.' The System enables

an initiator from college A to gather employment information first. The

initiator from,collegkB may desire resources information first. The

priorities Of institutions differ and this system recognizes and respects

- those differences.

Is
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ESTIMATION

SHOULD WE
OR SHOULD WE
NOT CONSIDER
PROGRAM X?

r.

rp
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ESTIMATION PHASE*

Articulation

Resources
, Proposal

Or for

Investigation
Employment

Support
(modification). Nro

The planning process' begins When the planner is faced-with a basic

question: Is the program idea worth invdstigating? An affirmative answer

to this qdestion leads to,a proposal foy further investigation (a Letter

of Intent to the State Univer:sity of New York).

The question of whether a program is worth investigating can be

divided into sub-questions to guide the estimation research of the planner.

These sub-questions are listed on the next page. Answers tothe sub-
.

questions are obtainable with a minimum expenditure'of effort. Often,

the answers result from the experience and personal contacts of the planner..

Negative answers to the questions lead either to ',.he modification or _ea

4

*Although the,following discussion is written in the context of SUNY s

procedure, the general framework is applicable to other program planning
situations.

4
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abandonment of the program idea. Positive answers lead to the decision

to thoroughly investigate whether or not the program should be implemented.

This subsequent investigation comprises the precision phase of-the System.

QUESTIONS

I ,

Identity 100*
,

Ariviculation 200
I

.

Resources 300

Students 400

(

Employment 500

Support 600)
: .

Evaluation ,. MO

What should be the general content
of the program? , .

Does the program fit college, local,
regional and state plans?

c ),

Does the college have the resources
,.

to conduct the program?
.I !

How many and what'kinds of;students
will the program attr-act?"

r

Will the graduates of the program
be able to obtain jobs Ommensurate

ftheir training?

Will-the program be supp rted within
the,college and the Comm nity?

How 011 the prograplibe e aluated?

*This numbering system is explained on pages 21-23.

9
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PROPOSAL/F62 INVESTIGATION

/Identity 10.

ESTI ATION
S OULD WE

OR SHOULD WE

N 0 T CONSIDER

ROGRAM X?

,.

Once the p- lanfier has decided that the program is worth

gation, approvtrIy college or state authorities is of n required. -.Within

the State University of New Yor this ap oval niust comet from the
r

'Vice-Chancell Academic Programs asis q :.Utter of Intent

from the president of the lege/ State UniverSitY approval of the Letter

does not indicate approval of the program itself. 'Rather; at this time,

the State University,ap oves or disapproves the investigation of the
/

//program. Therefore, the information required in the Letter of Intent is

pi Support

M

(modification)

PROPOS
FOR <

INVESTIGATION
111

Evaluation

rther investi-

rr

much less exhaustive than that required in the progt.am proposal.

Currently, the concerns of SONY seem to center on two of the estimation
.

questions: Identity and Articulation. The State University needs informa-

tion aboutthe.follOwing aspects of the,pr:ogram's Identity: the title

-of the ogram; its general content; and the area, level-and type of

,$) cupation for which students.will be prepared. In Articulation, the



P
State is primarily concerned out the relationship of, the new program to

existing programs at the college and at other collelj within the yegion.
----..

Preliminary answers to ther estimation questions -- StUtiepts, Resources,

Employment, Support - cap alsAbd includec in the Letter. However, such

7-information shoul be limited, in keeping with-the purpose of the.Letter

of Intent. 1

If the response to the Letter of Intent is ne ative,two courses of- -,-

action are open to the copege. The program may beab doned,or it may be' .

revised and a new Letter of Intent submitted. Ifthe Letter of Intent'

eventually elicits a positive response from SONY, the program planner

initiates the precision phase of research,

4
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PRECISION PHASE.

1 Identity I.

krti,ulatio
1 Resources 1.

1 Students

1Employmenti

Support

.1 Evaluation l

Assessment
and

Dec Won

41'

m
Final

Program
Vropcl

The precision phase of the planning process requires a more rigorous

investigation of the proposed program. The,c6tcome of the

will be ohe of the following: (1) a comp ete program proposal, including

a detailed program description and 411 supporting information; or (2) a

decision tolodify some aspect of the proposed program to make it more

acceptable; or (3) a decision that some aspects of the proposed program

are unacceptable, therefore, the program will not be considered further.

The precision phase contains four steps: strategy, subsystem investter/

gation, assessment and decision, and, when necessary, the preparation
7

of-a-final program proposal.. These steps are described in det(il in the

following pages. The remainder of this introduction is evoted to a

description of the interactive'aspecrs of the System: the interaction of

the precision and estimation phases and the interaction of questions within

the precision phase. In order to explicate these interactions, it is also

necessary to describe the numbering syst .used throughout this handbook.
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The chart on page 15 displays two discrete phases of investigation:

estimation and precision. DeOlte its crisp distinctions, the chart does

not describe what goes on during the real investigation,of these two

phases. Estimation research often provides a great deal of information

for the precision phase. Some planners'will not submit a Letter of Intent

unless they have full, precision-type information to answer one or more

of the estimation questions. Such)planners may find it profitable to study

immediately the questions and discussions'in appropriate precision sub-

systems. Nqwever, those who have done xtensive subsystem research in the

estimation phase will find it useful to run throgh those subsystems again:

during the precision phase. Those plan ers will gain a deeper understanding

of the interrelatedness or interactions of all the subsystems.

A second form of interaction concerns the questions within the

precision phase. Program planning is not a linear process. The answers

to some questions in each subsystem will affect the answers to questions

in other subsystems and the resulting judgments made concerning the pro-

gram and its feasibility.

Numbering

In order to facilitate the comparison of information among and within

subsystems, a numilering system has been utilized. Each of the seven sub=

systems is indicated by a number from 1-7 in the hundreds column. Within

each subsystem (e.g., Identity, "100) major topic areas (e.g., Philosophy

and Goals, Curriculdm, and Instructional Plan) re labelled by multiples of

tnn ''.g., 110, 120 and 130,-respectivelv)./ Eac major tnnie number does

I
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not have a question opposite it. However, questions are listed beneath_

each topic, area. Each question,is labelled according to its subsystem,

its topic within that subsystem, and its particular location within that

'topic. In4addition, some questions are divided into subquestions,-indi-

cated by a decimal point. If it is necessary to divide these subquestions

even further, a second decimal place is used (e.g., 321.31). d

The following chart summarizes the numbering system:

Subsystem

Major Topic Area

Question

Subquestion4

b-subquesaon

3 2 1 . 3 1

When a given question is rel,ted to any other question, the inter-

action is noted by italicized numbersafter the focal question. If a

major topic area is related to other topics or questions in the,System,

italicized numbers appear opposite the topic heading. For example:

Topic Topic Number Interacting Interactihg
Topic Question

Curriculum 120 450 322
1

,
..., ,,

. ,

If most of the questions and subquestions of a different topic area

interact with a given question, only the major topic number appears after

the focal question. For eglnpre:

Special Student Considerations 450

Residence

321.31.33,321.35,322,331.5

451 Will/the place of residence of

enrdlling students affect the
program? 510
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This numbering system attempts to show the interaction among questions.

The interactions reveal the need to work back and forth from subsystem to

subsystem and from tollrito topic within subsystems, because the answer

to one question ofteninfluences the answer to many other questions.

0

ra

ti
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STRATEGY

o.

Identitj,

Articulation

Resources

Students

Employmen-ti

Support

Evaluation

Final
Program
Proposal

The program planner must detail a strategy for the managemen. of the

precision phase. The initial problem is whether to follow an "open-front"

orl a "solid-front" planning procedure. The open-front procedure has some

virtues. Using this approach, parts of the proposed program -- perhaps

a course or two, or a field work component -- would be implemented immedi-

ately. In short, open-front planning starts in a small tqay and grows with

success. Evaluation is conducted at each step. At the point where a

major commitment of resources is required, a considerable body of data is

available to complete the precision phase,. The open - front proLedure e-
, .

quires an elongated time -frame to complete planning and it may not be

approp ate for programs which must meet a set of external.standards, such

as certification. Also, open-front programs must be careful in the r-pre-

sentation of their courses to stAents. Unsuspecting students-mht be

caught in'the Middle of a program that does not become, fully established..
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Solid-front planning requires that all of the planning for the program

be completed prior to the implementation of any part. Sometimes the parts

of a solid-front program can be integrateg better than those of an open-

front program. The primary problem with solid-front planning is that the

consequences of a 151-aing mistake are more significant than in an open-

front approach.

Once,this initial commitment to planning has been made, the planner

must assess the personnel and resources available for the precision phase

Of the research. He or she will also need to consider procedures for using

the System and for approving the program.

It is essential for the planner to keep in,mini which subsyst

most important to. the propo program or 'to the situation of the colleg

This information will determine the,entry point(s) the planner will choose.

Regardless of the entry point(s), precision phase research reqUires the

(

investigation of_all subsystems._ s, entry_ point_does not determine

which subsystem the planner investigates, but, rather, the sequence of

subsystem investigation.

Ilmay be useful for the planner to think of the subsystem questions

within a framework of criteria, fact-finding, and 'judgments. The planner .

must approach each subsystem with an idea of wRat his or her criteria forte
4e

approval will be. He or she then proceeds through the subsystem gathering
1

facts to answer the'questions. The facts are compared to'the established

criteria. On the basis of this comparison, a judgment is made as to what

degree the facts must match the criteria for the program.,

It

2.9
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The following questions are suggested to help the planner develop a

strate'Cjy for management of the precision phase:

Type of Planning,

1. Will the planning be "open front", e.g., Will a pilot program
be used before the total program is approved or rejected?

2. Will the planning be "solid front", e.g., will the decision to
accept or reject the program be made before parts of the program
are tested?

Personnel

1. Who\will have primary responsibility for conducting and coordinating
the research ?}

'V

What role will institutional staff have in the research for each
of the subsystems, e.g., faculty, director of institutional

--. research, academic dean, curriculum committees, etc.?

3. new personnel be employed to do the research, e.g., through
Obtaining a grant for the research?

4. How will the implementers of the proposed program be involved
in the planning for it?

5. What role will community groups, e.g., potential employers,
have in the research for, each of the subsystems?

Resources

1. ,What financial resources are available at the college for
the research?

2. Will money be requested from outside agencies to sponsor
the research?

3: Will the primary researcher and/or others be compensated
. for their efforts? How?

4. Will the-primary researcher and/or others be-released from
other duties in order to do the research? How will those
duties be fulfilled?

LO

1
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1. What are the priorities of importance of the subsystems
to the proposed 'program or to the situation of the college?

2. "What are the deadlines for research information-to be
gathered in each of the subsystems?

3. What methods of datatcollection are to be considered for
use in the research of the subsystems, e.g., Abservational
devices, questionnaires, phone surveys?

4. How will information be shared when it is important to the
development of more than one subsIstem?

p

Approval

1. What.personnel or groups will have the power to approve
or reject the proposed program, e.g., curriculum
committees, dean oMpstruction, president, faculty
association?

' 2. At what points will each of these personnel or groups,
be involved in the approval process?

,3. -What concerns are most important to, each of th& personnel
or groups, e.g., Identity to the curriculum committee?
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SUBSYSTEMS

Sub-Systems

IDENTI i y

SHOULD WE OR
SHOULD WE

NOT I

IMPLEMENT
PROGRAM X?

TICULATIO

Strategy RESOURCES

STUDENTS

MPLOYNIEN

SUPPORT

EVALUATION

Each of the subsystems is described in the following way:

1. A chart depicts the part of the, program planning System
under discussion.

2. An introduction describes the subsystem.

Final
Program
Proposal

3. The topics and questions of the subsystem are given.

4. '')1 discussion section describes some techniques that might
help the planner. References in the discussion are indicated
in pattheses.

5. Selected references are listed,.
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100 IDENTITY .

10,

IIDENTITY I

IArticulation

. Resources

Students

b.' Employment

Support

Evaluation

Assessment
and

Decision

11B....

N
aamm..1

y

M

`$

Pip*
.Progr'Om
Proposal

k

' The Identity subsystem conceptualizes the proposed progv-am. The

'major questions of the subsystem are: What are the goals of this program?

How will the program fulfill its goals? To answer theSe question,

the subsystem is divided into three major topics: (1) the philosophy -and

goals of the program, that is, the rationale and aims of the program,

(2) the curriculum, that is, what is to be taught and learned, and (3) the

instructional- plan or teaching strategies.

One may think of these three elements in a continuum as followS:

(are implemented by) (is implemented by)
Philosophy > Curriculum >Instructional
and Goals ( ( 'Plan

(is justified by) (is justified by)

answers the question "how"? answers the question "why"?

f
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This continuum shows that each topic in this subsystem can be a means

or an end to another topic. For example, the curriculum is both the means

to implementing a program's philosophy and goals and, at the same time

Lhe end to which the instructional plan is directed.

In working through the questions that comprise Identity, the general

rule is to deal with each topic in order. That is, some consideration of
,

philosophy and goals should precede curriculu61 decisions, which in.turn:

should precede decision regarding the instructional,plan. Further guide-

lines for using this subsystem are elaborated in the discussion section.

ophy ar Goals 1 1 0

Purposes 111

-Personal/social needs of
students

. .

111.1

Community needs 111.2

Career development needs 111.3
of students

Occupational goals

General education goals

Professional goals

Accreditation and licensure

What are the major purposes of
the program? 521

What personal/social needs of the
students should the program meet? 4

'What manpower or human Service
needs of the community should
the program meet? 510, 520

What career development needs of
the students should the program
meet? 450

For what occupational tasks should
training be provided?, 221,512

1
What general education goals should
be met by the program? 221

.41

What personal, social, or occupational
,goals of the student should ibe met by
general education?

.

114 What are the Ork sional goals of the
program? 221,511

114.} Should the progreM meet accreditation
or licensure criteria of any in-
stitution or organization?
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1 ,
.

Certification'. r u the graduates of the program be
prepared to pass certification tests? 512

Entry tests
.
//

114.3 Should the graduates of the program be
.- . . prepared to pass entry tests for any

occupations?

Advanced Degrees 114.4 Should the graduates of the program be
prepared -to enter other institutions which
offer more advanced degrees? 213.1 lev

1;,,

Curriculum

Expectations for entering
students

Knowledge

Competencies.

Attitudes and values

00
,

1
IL

J!

121 450

121.1 'What areas of knowledge are entering

students anticipated to know? : k

121.2 What competencies are entering
students expected to have?

rtt7
,

121.3 What attitudes and values are entering
students expected to have?

Intended ^Lea'ri n9 Outcomes 122 , What are the.intendellearning outcomes
of the program?

Knowledge 122.1 . What sire.the major areas of knowledge
that need to be taught in the
program?

122.2 f What are the major .,types of competencies

that need to be acquired in the program?

Atytudet and'values 122. What attitudes and values need to be
fostered in the program?_;

Competencies

Courses 1231 What courses willcOmprise the program? 450

Requirements 123.1 'What specifiC courses,will be required?

Electives 123.-2 Whatelectives.might complement the
occupational goals of the program?

What electives might meet the personal
or social needs of the students?
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I
Remedial Irk 123.3 If students entering the program do

, not have the expected knowledge, Skills
oor attitudes, will remedial works

tutoring, and/or academic counseling be

available? '452,453,455,456

Instructional Plan 130 311,314,321.2,322,430,40,624

General teaching strategies 131

What teaching strategies will be ustd
to cover the major area's of knowledge?

What teach'ing'strategies will be used
to develop competencies in occupational
tasks?, (Such strategies might include
field experience?, laboraibry work ci'r

cooperative education.)

For knowledge 331.1

For competencies 1312

For attitudes and values 131.3

Special teaching strategies 132

Internships and labwork 132.1

.

Cooperative education 132.2

Modular curriculum 132.3

Discussion

What teaching strategies will be used
to instill or develop the desirable,
attitudes and valups?

Will any special teaching strategiA
be used in the program?

Does the program include internships,
extensive laboratory-work, or field
experience?

a

Does the program include cooperative
eqpcation or work study experience?

Will the curriculum be Written in
modular form? Will the teaching
strategy include modular'schedulia0

Identity is a crucial subsystem and work on Identity will often pre-

cede work on the other subsystems. However, the Identity of a program is

extremely difficult to specify with any degree of finality until the other



subsystems have been worked through. This dilemma for planners can be

resolved by adopting a flexible approach to the System. This flexible

approach entails the following rough approximation of an operating procedure:

1) Translate the answer to the estimation phase Identity question.

Into a working title for the program.- A useful procedure is to

generate two or three possible titles reflecting two or three

directions in which the program might go. The Identity subsystem

can then be used to choose one of.these titles or to abandon all

of these titles in favor of one not.yet considered. The titles

serve as a starting point and as a focus for the rest ofthe

subsystem.,,

2) Jot down the general rationale for each program being cojr,sidered

by answering (in rough form) questions 111,'112, and 113 in Con-

junction with question 221, of the Articulation subsystem. These_

questions can be best answered by consuqing mission statements

for the particular two-year college and 'or the state system of

which the college is a part.

'3) Now some work in the Employment subsystem should enable the

!planner to choose from among the alternative Program titles.

That is, ttbre should-be an attem to test out the appropriate-

ness of each alternative program n terms of employment oppor-
..

tunities for graduates. Steps tw and three together should

enable the planner to sharpen hi or her focus on the basis of .

both the ideals expressed in mission statements and the realities
..,

the job market.

0
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4) Answers to questions 122.1, 122.2 and 122.3 can now be approx-

imatedwith the help of an advisory committee. This same committee

can also suggest or react to suggestions on appropriate coUrses

(i.e., the {packaging of intended learnings) and teaching strategies

for those intended learnings (e.g., Is an internship both appro-

priate and feasSble for accomplishing the objectives of the program?
a.

5) At this point the planner should shift his or her attention to

the Students subsystem' in order to answer question 121 and 122.3.

The plagar may also wish to amend his or her. answers to questions

123 (courses) and 130 (teaching Strategies) after working through

the Students subsystem.

6) Now the planner must focuS on, the Resources subsystem in order to

determine the feasibility of the program. He or she must re-

examine the Employment subsysteM,in order to more- fully-an'swer
A

questions 111.2, 111.3 and 112 in addition to, addressing question 114

for the first, time.

By following the above six steps', the planner should have decided

which of the alternatives is most viablf and at the same time arrived at

a first approximation of the program's Identity.

Although the Identity questions proceed in some semblance of a "logical"

order (as does the System as .a whole), the planner needs to work back and

forth from question to Oestion and from subsystem to subsystem. This

does not reflect a weakness in the System but, instead, the complexity of

the planning process.
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If the program planner begin:, the Identity research at a high-numbered

question, then he` or sheyill probably not consider the full range of

options availab -iirthe subsystem. For example, if the planner starts

with be assumption that lectures (or internships or any other teaching

stragegy) wilibe the primary mode of instruction, he is more limited
4,

than he would have been had he first asked "what do I want students to

learn?" and then asked "how might they best learn it?"

Another thing to keep in mind is that although egiven philosophy

and set of goals may limit one's choice of'curriculum, and that a given

curriculum may limit .(and, therefore, guide) one's choice of instructional

plans, in each case one still has a choice to make. That is, one cannot

logically derive curriculum from philosophy and goals or instructional

plan from curriculum. Therefore, obviously, other factors must be brought

to beat on each of these decisions. These factors primarily consist of

considera re mployment, students and resources. It is this

observation that has le! to the flekible and reciprical kind of technique

outlined above. In a sense, Identity is both the starting point and the

finishing point of the System as a Whole.

416
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200 ARTICULATION

0,w

Resouites

Students

Final
Program
Proposal

Employment

Support

Evaluation I

The Articulation subsystem peeks to determine the congruence of the
. 4.

proposed program wisth,prograMs and plans that exist outside and inside

the 611ege. The programs and plans of state, regiOnal and.local.agencies

are considered; so are the goals and programsoof the college.
. .

Given situations wi dictatc the order in which thesArtilculation

questions are answered. There is no recommended order to answering the

questions.

External planning considerations 210

State level

Regional level

211 Is the program congruent with the
SUNY Master Plan?

1

212 Is the program congruent with plans
and programs of other institutions
in the area? 112, ZZ3, ZZ4, 430

Is the program in accordance ilith

any Regional Councils' considera-
tions? (such councils might include
the Occupational Planning Council,
or the.Appalachian Regional Council)

Regional Planning Councils 212.1

4

a



BOCES

Other institutions in the
area

--..

Matriculation

I

212.2 Does the program complement or
conflict with BOCES programs and
.plans?

212.3 Doe'the program complement or
conflict with programs at private
colleges and proprietary institutions
in the area?

213' ----To what extent is Matriculatioh
to and from other institutions
desirable?

213.1 Will students graduating from tciis
program be.able to matriculate

4 at other institutions for advanck
degrees? 114.4
" .

213.2 Will students frOm pre-college
occupational programs be able to:
matriculate in this program?

gnterna /Am/wing considerations 0

Intents and purposes of 221
college

Existing programs

Prqgram mbdificatiOn or
deletion

. Participation in other.
*gams

Is the program congruent with the
authorization, purposes and objectives
of the college?

222 Does the program complement or conflict ,

with existing programs at the college?
332

222.1 Will the program replace or incorporate
any existing programs of the college?

222.2 In which.courses outside the program
.are students likely to enroll?

Which of the courses in this program
might draw students who Would normally
take courses in other programs?

223 Does the program complement or
conflict with proposed or,projected

Vocational programs of the college?

Influx from other programs 222.3
)

s

Projected programs

se-

ti
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Discussion

Few-programs succeed becaUse they consider Articulation, but many

fail because they do not. In times when institutions and departments corn-.

pete for students; Articulation becomeS an important' subsystem in planning.

It is important for planners to know which institutions and/or departments

might be adversely affected by the Toss of anticipated students into new

programs. Similarly, planners should be aware that other institutions or
0

departments might accrue benefits by the_attraction,.of students-into a--

particular program: To illustrate, a new program in auto mechanics might

concern another college. that attracts Out-of-district students to its pro-
,

gram.. However, the same-program might please local English teachers because

it puts new students in their courses.

Referencef

1.' The University of the State of New York. Educ tion Be and High School.
The Regents Tentative Statewide Plan or e eve opment o ost-

/ Secondary Education.' (Albany: The State Education Department,
1972):
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.
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4

The Resources subsystem determines the costs and revenue necessary

for implementing the proposed Identity of the program. The subsystem.

first asks the planner to describe the frame factors; that is, the physical,

personnel and administrative requirements of the program. Then the planner

estimates costs and revenue for .the program.

. The planner might find it necessary to refer to this subsystem several

times in the planning process as he or she adjusts estimates on the basis.

of judgments in thikStudents and Identify subsystems. Ideally, the resources

.frame factors are based upon instructional planning considerations (i.e.,

130). Once specified, these'frame factors account for the costs of the

ti

program, then.,.j.deally, adequate revenue is raised to support the program's

costs. Therefore, an ideal procedure is to determine fraMe factors after

considering a program's Identity, then to determine the program's costs
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apd, then, to compare available revenue with costs. However, in times of

scarce revenues, one can expect to adjust the costs of, the prOgram because

available revenue is limited. (lir turn, this adjustment affects the frames,

factors of the program. These adjustments might lead to modifications in

the Identity subsystem.

Frame Factors

PersOnnel Qualifications

Class Size

Faculty- Student Ratio

Time

act blocks of time

Alternating semesters

)-

Modular instruction

310

311 What educational, personal Ad
work qualificati4ons shouldthe
faculty for this program have?
123, 130

312 What is the maximum class size
possible for implementing the
program's chosen teaching strategies?
123, 130, 420

313 What is the minimum faculty-

student ratio necessary for this
program? 183, 130

314 Does the design of the program
precipitate time limitations or
scheduling problems?, 134, 130, 430

3144.1 Does the use alabs or studio .

courses suggest the use of extended
period schedules?

314.2 Does the incor o opera-
tive educa ion. experiences suggest
students will alternate semesters
of work and study and courses will
be offered in alternate semesters?

31403 Does the incorporation of modular
units suggest the need tO'restructure
course schedules within semesters?

Initial Capital Investment L 315

Buildings and space

Equipment and materials

Does thethe program require a substantial K,

capital investment by the college?, 123

'315.1 Does the program require new buildings
or specialized facilities for housing?

315.2' Does the program require costly .

equipment or materials for instruction?
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Counselling

Placement
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316 Does the nature of the pfogram
require the addition of spe0al-
ized support ervtcet?-

.316.1 Does the nature of the krograj
suggest the need for additional .

counseling services? 450

..,316.2 Does th'e nature of the program
suggest the need for special
placement services? 111.3, 540 .

f
Financial aid --316.3 Will the program attract a student

Aopulatioc that requirkuOecial.
-4. , ..

il ,-ffnancial'aid'serV-Ipes? 450

Remedial work 316.1 Will the program.require the
- -'; - support of remedial,education.

,-- services? 450, 123.3

Clerical 316.5 Will the program require additional

Costa

Personnel Costs

Administration

Faculty

.Support staff.

Counselling staff

Placement

Fipancial Aid

TV

clerical support?

,320

321 What will be th cbst of additional
personnel for the program or the
college? :

"44

321.1 What', f any, will be the cost of
addii al administrative personnel?

321.2 What will be the cost of new faculty
for the 'program? 123, 130

321.3 What will be the cost of additional

support stalirequired by the pro-
gram? 111. , 450

321.31 What will be the cost of additional
counseling staff and-services?

321.32 What will be the cost of additional
placement staff and.services? 540 '"

321.33 What.will be th cost of additional
financial staff and services?
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Library staff and services 321.34r What will be the cost of additional
'-library staff and services? 123

. .
. , >I

1:21.35 What will be Ihe cost of additional
remedial teachers and services? 123;3
1 4/1* *

321.36 What will be the cost of additional
clerical services?

Rede-dial services

Clerical

Physical costs

Space and bailtiingi

\**-.., 41
Equipment and materials

322 What will the program costs be for
physical resources? 130

01'

322.1 What will be the cost of space
iK

and bOadings for housing the
pro ram? Contider the long-term
de eciation of debt. 123

32 What

t

pperating costs 322.3

Revenue 330

Funds 331 I

Federal funds

State and regional funds

1 Local funds

for the program, e.g., furniture,
lathes. laboratory equipment, etc.?
Consider long tent depreeiation of:
debt. 123

What will be the on -going operating
cost for the program, e.g., eleqtricity,
mimeographing, etc.?

.

45:0

31.1 Can a grant be obtained for the program;
-What-casts-would it cover?

331.2 Can special state or regional funds
be obtained to defray program expenses?

331.3 What special local funds are avairable
to defray program expenses? Are new
bondissues feasible?

Private foundation funds 331.4 What private foundation grants can be
obtained for the program? What costs'-:

would they cover?'

. F/Eunds 331.5 What is the revenue per Full-Time "
Equivalent (FTE)? (See FTE calculation
discussion in the Students subsystem.)
423, 43 434

44 4



Special FTE funds

FTE funds available to

department

Gifts and bequests

Other Resources

Modification of existing
programs

Shared,personnel

11111,

Shared faOities

4/0

Discussion

.
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331.51 Can the program draw additional
state or regional FTE funds because
it is oriented to a special group
of students? 451.42, 452, 453, 456

331.52 What proportion of t 'he FTE funds will

be available to the sponsoring depart=

ment of the program?

331.6 Have local individuals or agencies

offered gifts to the program? Have they

offered to bequeath funds to the pro-

graM? (If applicable, add maintenance

costs to costs section.)

332 What other 'resources may be available? .

212, 222

332.1 Are resources available for the progrp
through the modifi6ation of existing
programs? 412

33 Are resources available through the
sharing of faculty and support staff
with other departments and programs?

494

What shared outside facilities and
services can be used to defray costs
or the program? (Arp industry

la oratories or BOCES facilities
available? Are consortium.efforts
feasible?)

There may. be many ways in which the planner I cut the costs*of a program.

;Three such ways deseivespecial mention: space utilization, class size, and

shared,resources:

Space Utilization (2). Plant.costs might be diminished by more

effective utilization of existing facilities. National studies indicate

that classroom utiliiition is only 60 per cent of capacity and laboratory

utilization only.45 per cent. Two possible means for improving'util-

f
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i,zation are effective morning-afternoon class scheduling and block scheduling

of students or instructors.

Class Size (2). The size of classes greatly affects costs. The

following are some suggestions for reducing low enrollment classes:"

offer essential courses in alternate semesters or years; examine
)

possibilities for sharing class offerings with neighboring colfegey (see

shared resources below); schedule two labs or other classes that will

serve more-than one program at the same time with the same instructor;

offer a common core of introductory courses to the proposed and established

programs.

Shared Resources (1). The development of a costly program might.

be facilitated by the use of existing facilities within )he college, .

1

community or region. Planners should consider. the use.of existing staff

or facilities within their'college. In'brder to facilitate regional

cooperation, Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965 has provided

funds for community colleges to establish consortium and cooperative

arrangements for sharing resources. Consortium colleges might share

library, computer or staff services, equipment or materials.

,

Despite the consideration of these factors; new occupational programs

often cost a great deal to establish. Therefore, planners, need to measure

the short and long-term costs of-a program and the amourit-of capital expenses

that can be coveted by outsidg money.

If'a progravrequires'a large amount of new physical plant costs, the
-

At
planner should compare the initial costs of the program with the long-ter'm,

depreciated costs. kpitial revenue and long-term revenue should be compared

as well. Then the planner can see whether cost- revenue discrepancid occur.
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initially or throughout the life of the progPWM. )so, in long-range plan-

ning, the planner can estimate the ollment of students over a"period

several Years. A program that

add students at little or no margin

e o develop might be able to

t to the college. The program

//flight become self-sufficient in a few years,tdespite a large, initial

investment by tl poliege M.'

prig agencies. Governmental funds, such

Funds r igh cost programs might be secured friom governmental or

Vocational Education Act

(V oney, might be available for the establishm t4Of a program. Non-
---

.governmental Sources include corporations, foundations, local businesses,

individuals and organizations. Many books and articles have been written

about the search for such fmnds.
:

The Foundation Directory, Where

For example, planners might sult

rica's Large FoundationsMlice Their

Grants, and The Chroniileof High Education for information about the
414

sources, purposes and amounts of foundation grants available for educa-
.

tional programs.
6

After a planner'has examined the general costs and revenue of the

program, he or she should compute the number of FTE that will cover those

program costs that are not covered by other funds. This computation pro-
,

vides itipaFtant information for both the Students and Identity su stems..-
of investigation.

The computation might be affected by two considerations., First, the

program or department might get only part of the FTE trnue Which is gen-
,

erated by the total college enrollment'of the students. Colleges compute

FTE Isenefi ditlferently., Second, different students bring ,in di fferent

//

revenue to programs and colleaelLA.program that attracts impoverished students
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might bring in greater revenue per student (e.g., from state or fed ral

agencies) than a program that does not. Of course, such,a program might

also require costly services to meet the needs of thege students.

Simplified examples of the FTE computation are provided below:

Total program c $100,000

- Program 52, 000

-Costs to be coverbd-
by FTE revenue . 48,000

A. At College A, the program receives $1200 of a total
of $2000 per FTE revenue. This,

Required FTE = costs to be covered by FIE revenue =

amount of revenue per FTE \:

48,000 = 40 FTE
.1,200

The program r

B. At College 8, the progelliceivei $400 re per FTE
because it attracts special students. The costs and
basic program share of revenue stay the same. Thys, --1

Required FTE = 48,000 = 30 FTE
1,6Q0

The program requires only 30 FTE to cover its costs.

irei 40-FTE to cove itt costs. However,

This procedure is not the only one available for the computation of

the costs and revenues of a program. In recognition of the importance

and variability of resources planning, several cost simulation models

have been developed to help planners. Among the available models are:

Comprehensive Analytical Methods for Planning in University SysteMs (CAMPUS),

developed by Systems Research Group; Resource Requirements Prediction

Model (WPM), developed by Mathematica for The National Center for Higher

Education Management Systems (NCHEMS); and cost Estimation Model (CEM),

also developed for NCHEMS (1).
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This subsyQ,provides'a framework for projecting enrolments,

attendance patterns, completion rates and student ch4'acteristics for

the proposed program. Enrollment figures are used to estimate the FTE

per semester. This'estimate is important in the calcQlation of revenue

for the proposed program.

The questions comprising th
%.-

subsystem may be nswered in any

order. .However, the planner should note the many in eractias of this

subsystem with Resources and Identity. Knowledge of these interactions

is probably more important than the sequence of ques ions in this subsystem!

Status 410 .

New students

(Internal transfers

411' How many new students will the
program attract to the college?

412 How many current students are
expected to transfer into the
program from other programs at
the college? 332.1
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N.

Continuing and returning 413 ow many student are expected
students . to return-to the (college to

enroll in the program?

Special students 414 Are any special ol extramural

students expected to enroll in
the program?

Expected Enrollment

Full-time -

4 *
4%,

.*

New

4,

420 623

421 How many student§ are pected

to participate fq11-tim in the
program each year'?

.

AV

421.1 How many Mull -time students are

enrolling for the first time?

Continuing 421.2 How many are continuing or
returning students?

'.422 How many students are expecteeto
participate part-time-tn_the program
each year?

422.1 How many.4#rt-time studen are
enrolling for the first ti p?

Continuing 422.2 How many are continuing or returning
students?

Expected FTE 423 Considering the expected full-time
and part-time'enrollmeht, what are
the minimum and maximum estimated
FTE per semester ,331.5

N \'

rart-tiMe

New

Attendance Patterns A30 132, 314

Time and days of attendance 431 How many students are expected
to attend during the day, evening,
or weekends?

Regularity of attendance 432 How many students are expected to
alternate periods of attendancemith
periods of non-attendance?'

\ Attrition 433 How many students are expected to..
withdraw from the program before

1 'completion?

Impact on FTE 434 \Will varying attendance patterns ,

substantially affect the FTE per
E:3 seines ter?
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440 How many students will graduate
from the program each year?

Specrial Student Considerations. 450 121, 130,''Zil.

Residence 451 - Will the residence of enrolling
-*

students affect the program? 510

In-district

.

Outldistrict 451.2 How many students from bther

.'.,,..--T.,. ,, \, districts are expected to enroll'1 .1, 4. ;..1....i . 1 .. A*
-:-.011,:k4-Iiipeprogra4?0,9oes the local.

e district have chargeback arrange-.

ments with other districts?

1 .**How many students from the

district are expected to enroll
in the program?

Socio-economic status. 452 Does the program expect to

attract students from a particular
economic background? What
background and'how many students?

.
Ethnic background A53 Is the program. expected to,

attract students from a particular-
ethnic background? What background
and how many students?

Sex '454 What proportion of each sex is.
the program expected to attract?

Age 455 What age range is expected'among
the enrollees? Is a particular
age group desired?

Other characteristics 456 What other characteristics are
desired or expected in'the

enrolling students, e.g.,
physically handicapped, veterans,
students with previous degrees,
etc.

Discussion

Projectirk student enrollment is, perhaps, the4ost'difficult task

for program plan ors. Most avatiable projections are based on large groups

such as high school seniors.or college freshmen. Also, they are derived

from mathematical formulas that do not consider variables such aS changing
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lifestyles or the condition of the econoMy'(2,3). The following models

for student flow and Cost projection have been, d6eloped to help College

planners: Comprehensive Analytical Methods for Planning. in University

Systems (CAMPUS); Computer- Assisted Planning-for Small Colleges (CAP:SC);

and the student flow model of the National Center for Higher Education

Management System (NCHEMS) (1,2).

During his or her research, the planner might have uncovered infor-

mation about the types of.students who mightenroll in the program.

This information might come from the following sources: other colleges

that offer the same program; attendance,in related prograMs; employer

expectations, etc. Theplapnerimight wish either to limit considera7

tion of student characteristics on the basis of this information or to

eXpandsthe.potential population.

The planner might answer the questions of this subsystem a few times.

He or si might develop several scenarios of the potential students in

the, program. Then, as-in.,the Employment subsystem, each scenario might

.be 'evaluated in cooperation with other personnel, e.g., high school
.

teachers, college admissions officers, employment counselors!, and/or

A,
representatives of bu*iness.

Either before or after thedevelopitent of the possible scenarios

of student populations, the planner might wish to. learn mm about the

student 'market within the college district- This in-depth research might

t
be carried out in several ways: a) paying for a"professional market

survey or undertaking an Individual survey; b) investigating the potential

dent market among high school seniors; c) using census data to plot

*

411

.1.



the locations of potential students within the community; d) conducting

a house-to-house canvass; e) Surveying. former students (1). These tech-

niques help to validate the planner's research and to promote the college

and the program to potential studentS.

Ifthe,planher:has computed theResources of the program before

this tim4,' then he orshe has determined a goal figure for student en-
:

rollmeni in the program. This figure might be vastly different from the

enrollment projections that he or she has made in this subsystem. The

discrepancy must be resolved eventually, perhaps in a change of Resources.

and Identity requirements for the program. First, however, the planher

should examine ways to diminish the discrepancy through the recruitment

of students into'the progYam. The following paragraphs discuss the re-

cruitment of three differenitypes of students to the program; high school

seniors, non-attenders, and disadvantages.

Most colleges tend to rely on the enrollment of students from par-

ticular feeder highSchools. They tend to ignore the Potential students

who might graduate from non-feeder schools/in the district or outside

it. Some non-feeder high schools send Jew graduates to college. 'Their

graduates might be potential students in the program, if the program

staffmakes-an effort to recruit them.

'Other potential students include adults or youth who do not attend
- 4

airy educational institution at preSent. These individuals might be

recruited through local advertising. The planner might wish to answer

the following questions about the 'recruitment of these potential

. students:

ser
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What method might be used td'inform the nonAigh school public?

Advertising in: lotal newspapers?

local radio and TV stations?
local industriesg
supermarkets/shopping centers?
public transportation?
community centers?

civic/community service organizations?
places of entertainment?
other?

Will any method of feedback from local advertising be used?

postcar
newspaper clips?
telephone calls?
requests for catalogues?
application forms?
other?

If the planner anticipates the enrollment of socio-economically dis-

, advantaged students, then he I she is probably aware of the existence of

special financial aid for these students, e.g. Basic Opportunity Grants.

However, the potential students might not be aware af these grants. They

. might be more.aware of the costs of tuition or books or transportation that

inhibit their attendance at tho college. If the planner expects disadvantaged

students to enroll in the program, then he or she should ma e approproate

allowances forftthe time and money that are required to insure their recruitment,'

enrollment and completidn of the program.

Other groups of students provide different recruitment flroblems. At

this point, the most important concern of the jlanner is to'be aware of the

needs and problems of recruitment. in some cases, students will be readily

available for a program. In fact, some programs might seem justifiable simply

(because potential students 4re plentiful. In more cases, howe er, students

will have to Ue recruited in order to justify the establis ment Of a program.
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The skillful planner will know who and where the students are and what

is needed to get them into the program.
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This subsystem helps educators form opinions of out future labor

markets.' Market projection techniques are discussed even though labor

markets carinot be predicted with great accuracy. The emphasis is on

making sound judgments about the probabilities of market conditions.

Four key areas are discussed: 1) market delineation, ile., the geographi-

cal and occupational market of interest; 2) demand factors,;i.e., the

replacement and growth rate of jobs in the market; 3) supply factors,

i.e., the number of eligible people for the jobs; and 4) validation and.

promotion, i.e., checks on the market estimates.

The general procedure for using this subsystem is as follows:

1) The planner delineates the geographical and occupalional market

. of interest.

2) The planner then considers both demand and supply factors in the

market.

3) The planner validates his or her estimates in the field and at

the same time promotes,the program.

4
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510

Geographical regioti of interest 511

Occupation of interest 512

"Market of interest 513

Future trends 513.1

Detail of analysis 513.2

Demand Factors 520

Positions available 521

Future positions available 522

Employability 523

Mobility 524

Supply Factors 530

Graduates per year 531*

114, 451, 212

..NWhat is the geographical boundary
of the market of interest? 'What is
the expected geographical distribu-
tion of graduates seeking entry into
the work force?

For what occupational roles will
the program prepare students? Are
there special, requirements f
employment in the fie
certification of health requir
112, 114.2

-What facts, are known about the
market of interest?

What 'future trends may be reasonably
assured?

Given the definitiop*o the market
of interest, what level of market
estimation is requfred: e.g., how
detailed should the' market analysis be?

440

How many identifiable' positions are
available in the region of inierest
at the moment?

What are the optimistic and pessimistic
market.projections for the future?

What proportion of,graduatgs will be
able to find employment in the market
of interest?

Npat proportion of graduates will

pursue further education or leave, .

the region of interest?

212

How many graduates are released from
colleges to this market each year?
What are the projected graduation

rates in these colleges for the
occupation of interest?



V4lidating and Promoting

Validation

Number employable

Salarties

Positions

Advancement

Promotion

Activities tried

Others

Di s,cussi on

It,is helpful to consider labor market pre ections as developing through
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532 How many of these graduates have
been unable to find employment in

the field? Why?

540 316.2,.321.32, 624

541 Which employers intend to employ
graduates?

541.1 How many per year?

541.2 With what median and/or modal
starting salaries ?.

541.3 In what positions?

541.4 With what prospects for advancement?

542 What are the prospects for influencing,

the market?

542.1 What promotiona) activities have been
tried and with what results?

542.2 What otker activities or contacts
could be explored?

four stages:

1., Identifying the market of interest.

2. Projecting demand.

3. Projecting supply.

4. Using 2 and 3 to form a preliminary market estimate which
1

is then subjected to a validation/promotion procedure.

These four stages are discussed below. Major sources of data are

identified and some procedural consideratiOns and alternatives are high-

lighted. It is hoped that this discussion serves as a useful starting

u.kg
'de for readers with little or no background in labor market analysis.
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ct

1. Identifying the market of interest.

(a) Geographical region of interest.

Factors determining this region are: 1) The nature of the

occupation and expeCted dispersionof graduates; 2) The region from

which the college draws its suppoit (in terms of student residence

and political support).

It is expected that the geographical region of interest will

usually be defined as the support region. The nature of the occupa-

tion, however, might influence one's assumptions about the percentage

of graduates likely to remain'in this:region.

In addition, the college support region may not coincide with

any New York State employment region. In this case, consideration

must also be given to the market in nearby denser employment regions,

and to the number of graduates who might be absorbed in such regions.

(b) Occupation of interest.

Some occupations ar ,well defined and relate closely to well -

defined programs (e.g., inhal tion therapy. reoisthreti nursing). On

the other hand, there,are occupational groupings with boundary

conditions which admit people with quite varied backgrounds (e.g.,

many clerical occupations). In addition, some well-defined programs

lead to somewhat diverse occupational possibilities (e.g., accounting).

Identifying the total market of interest depends on establishing

the geographical region(s) of interest and the occupational boundaries:

, The particular regional/occupational mix determines, to a large extent,

.the ease or difficulty of making projections, and will also affect

the worthwhileness of such an attempt.
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For example, in considering a program to train inhalation

therapists, market estimation would be important because, in this

case, specific training is linked to a specific job. The employment

prospects for graduates therefore depend heavily on a well-defined

occupational market.

On the. other hand, in consid g a program to train accountants,'

since there exists a steady national demand for such people over a

very'wide cross-section of industries, the worthwhileness of detailed

regional proje6tions seems questionable. A sufficient enrollment

estimate for such a program could probably be gained by reducing

national estimates on a simple population proportion basis.

2. Projecting demand.

Demand- (i.e., number of job openings) depends on the rate of occupa-

tional growth and on the occupational replacement rate.

Replacement rate seldom changes dramatically, and provides some

stability in future demand estimates. The importance of growth rate de-

pends on its relationship to replacement rate. The greater the replace-

ment rate relative to growth the less effect errors in projecting growth

will have on estimates of job openings. For example, suppose one wishes

to estimate job openings over a ten-year period with no more than 10%

error for. an occupation with an actual `growp rate of 20%. Then, If the

replacement rate is 0.5% annually,'an error of 13% in estimating growth

will still keep the job-openings estimate within the required error

limits. If the replacement rate is 6% annually, then an error as high'

as 40% in es'imating growth rate will not lead to greater than 10% error
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1-1

in the job-openings estimate (see 12c, p. 4, 5, 10). Thus the seriousness

of eon in growth rate estimates depends on the ratio between growth rate

and replacement rate.

The New York State Department oftabor (1,) provides regional job-.

opening estimates for more than 170 occupations.1 The U. S. Department of

Labor (7) provides national estimates for 232 occupations. These sources

I

are recommended for use when applicable. When these sources do not contain

the required information, it may be necessary to estimate regional pro- .

jections from national census data. A recommended approach (described

in 12a) is to apply national industry/occupational ratios to regional'

industry estimates (which requires development of regional estimates as a

first step). Havin us stimated change due to growth, occupational

'replacements must be added to tom job-opening estimates.

3. Projecting supply. a.

Because of the paucity of data,, very little useful liter.atute has

been published about ocaupitional supply (see 7). 0

Three basic supply questions are

What proportion of job vacancies in the occupation (base

year) was filled by new graduates?

each year?. (And what are the Projected graduate rates in these

'e lieges for the occupation of ;Interest?),

(b) How many graduates are released from colleges to this market

(c) ould the ratio of new graduates to others gaining jabs

in this occupation be changed?



The answer to (b) shout n principle; be easy to determine.

Question (a), on the o er hand, would seem to require extensive

regional data collection efforts. If question (al can be

reliably answered, one can then ask [with (c)] ,

* Does this pattern exist because too few graduates

apply for such jobs?

* Do employers have misgivings about the kind of training

offered or proposed? If so, what'are the implications?

* Do employers properly understand the roles for which

graduates may be fitted?

* How does/can the college contribute to the continuing

education needs of members of the work force seeking

promotion into this occupation?

* If the predicted-occupational growth rate- is high, how

will this affect employment for graduates? What

changes in recruitment patterns And/or inservice

training are industries likely to adopt? such

changes improve or worsen the market for college .

graduates?

Thus, one needs not only to make supply projections, but to under-
.

stand the factOrs which govern the supply situation. The !latter is

particularly important, since pro tional Activities are likely to be

directed towards.changing the patte of sup y in the market (i.e.

attempting to improve graduates' standing in th \market). The b

demand characteristics of a market are les .easily influenced.

4
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4. Validating and promoting.

Given some estimates of supply and demand, dtke, can form opinions
/./

about the likely market from the base year up to the projected year.

The longer the projection span, the less reliable the estimate will be.

It is suggested that projections more than ten years beyond a base year

are probably not worth making. no. S. Department of Labor has pre-
.

pared a research report (12e) showing error rates in predictions over

the 1950/1960.period using the prediction methOd recommended earlier

in this outline (12a).

At this stag?, then, one is able to check an estimate against all

possible sources and simultaneously engage in program promotion. This

activity is very valuable, regardless of the accuracy of the initial

projections, since it provides a focus fbr dialogue with industry and an

opportunity to influence market conditions. It is recommended that

placement personnel be included in this stage of endeavor (if not through-

out), since it enhances their access to relevant information. and strengthen

.their contact with employers. For similar reasons, some teaching faculty

may also be included.

In checking estimates with employers, it is important to consider:

(a) How well the contact person really understands his firm's
6

future needs.

(b) How willind(he or she is to be frank. -

(c) What contingencies night alter the opinion of the contact

person.

1.*17`
4.).
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With respect to (c), not only should the planner seek opinions about
, \---- .

hi estimates and about a firm's future needs, but he should also ask

wha sactors are most influential, in determing a firm's needs. What

assumptio oes the firm make in projecting future growth? What factors

could substantial t r the picture?

\
Several sources .Can be\u to cheC estimates:

N,

* Business and professional oci tions.

* Labo ranions.

* Planning authorities who may know of so
projected development.

* The market analyst in the nearest U. S.
Labor office.

* The local employment office (NY State) for informatio
based on employment insurance.

e important

Depart t of

Finally, it might be possible to formulate an estimate in terms el

pessimistic and opti istic projections based on varying market assumption

and error estimates. nor example, predicted growth and replacement rate

might be used to assess 1,0\ tdhtial errors in job-opening projections.

Other market information (determined in supply and validation stages)

may provilde a reasonable basis for making judgmental adjustments to final

upper and lower projections. Forming such "confidence intervals" should

aid decision making.
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'......,. The Support subsyst examines internal and external support for the

pro/am. The genral. Sups of the administration, facUltx and students
,

'
. -

is desirable; indeed, po itnlent to the Rrograth is essential by those who

.0
will be responsible for it. implementation.

4
In addition to these internal

factors, the subsystemex Ines external factors of support.andcommit7

ment.

The questions in' this s bsystem may be answered in any sequence.

Internal., Su 416,t , 610

'S.. .

Ge al internal. support 611 To what extent do administrators,
-4' f4culty and students have positive

:-

or negative 'opinions about the
program?.

.,,,.

.

612 What groups withilkple college .

support,or are committed to the
program? A

Specific.leydls of support

1
Advisory. committee 0 612.1 Is there a specific commitment

to the program by the program
advisory committee?

N.

t



College curriculum .

committee
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612.2 toes the college curriculum
committee,a,rove and support

t- the prograr

Faculty involved inepe 612.3 Is ther commitment te,the program
'program from culty who will be directly

inv ved with the program?

Administr:ators 612.4 there commitment to the pro-
gram from the academic dean, the
president, or other administrators
who will be directly or indirectly
responsible for the program?'

1

External Support 620

General external support 621 Is there support,or opposition to
the program from other institutions

Financial support.

Student support

in tfk region? 212

64 Is there!financial support for
Vie program? 320, 330

6 2 3
.
Will sufficient numbenumber' 9f Students

gnr513' in the pritam? 420

Support froMemployers 624 Are emp 6,- laningi2122Yide
jobs for graduates? 111.2, gr--------
Will a sufficient number of employers
participate in any work study,.field
work; or internship aspects of the
program? 130

4

Commbnity support 625 Is there community support for the
program from organiiations, agencies,
unions or other local groups? 111.2

I

..

Discussion .

/

.

. / Support within the college can be considered in ¢eg ees: (a) opposi-

tion, .(b) verbal or written support, and (c).commitment..

ibe given to the first aml last of.these. Internal resentment or skepticism

// ' ,,

can hinder a new program and should therefOre beainimiled. Also, an
/

abundance of poSitie regard for the prograiislot so valuable as the

/ commitment of the people who will conduct it or carry ttie reiponsibily

for it.
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The Support subsystem interacts strongly with other subsystems. In

fact, this subsystem might be considered a summation of the judgments of

four other subsystems. As the planner may have noticed, questions 611,

622, 623 and 624 interact, respectively, with judgments in the Articulation,

Resources, Students and Employment subsystems. Positive or negative ju

ments in those subsysteMs lead to positive or negative answers to the

questions about Support..

4

ti

",
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. When a new prOgram is developed, the college is often expected to

'plan for a future evaluation of the program. Evaluation is usually thought

!of as the process of delineating, obtaining, and pr,ovding useful informa-
4, I

tion for making.decisions and/or judgments about a program. The planner

will delineate what data will be''collected about the program. 'Persons

or

carrying out the,evaluation will obtain this information and provide it to

the decision makers. 4-%

This subsystem is meant to help two-year college personnel plan an

evaluation rather than conduct, ne. The Evaluation subsystem focuses on

the identification of those a pects of the program which need to be examined

during an evaluation.

Two .steps are usually taken. i-rt planning an evaluation:

(1) The rationale of the evaluation is, stated. A rationale answers

the question "why is the evaluation being done?" *

The'appropriate elements of.the program are identified for

examination.

I.
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These steps form the basis of the evaluation design. Later, two other

steps are necessary:

(3 The data or information is gathered.

(4) The data is compared to standards in order to make judgments about

the program.

S

Data gathering'and decision making'will be much easier if the evalua-

tion is carefully planned and well organized. However, college personnel

ilare'often Unable to do as extensive a job of planning and of conducting

prograni evalua ions as they would like. This subsystem outlines some of

the evaluQtion activities which are possible; the'evaluation planner can

then deride what is feasible for his or her particular situation.

The Rationale

The 'rationale is t4.\just4ficationf6r the evaluation. It can answer

several questions: .1

(1) What are t4 purposes of the-evaluation?
.

That judgments or decisions need to be made about the program?

#1,`

-(3) What aspects of the progl'am would be worthwhile to examine?

These questions are all ways of asking: Why should an evaluation be done?
. .

The rationale can be very simple. The college might want.to know

,

`only whether to drop, modify, or expaVithe program. Or the rationale may

be very'elaborate. If so, many program components might be examir(ed in

1."4.

order to answer. many kinds of questions. For example:

Has the program been implemented as planned?

Are the graduates of the program able to 'find jobs?'

If the.program is modified, what aspects.of it will be changed?

7.3
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Did the students ac he cognitive and attitudinal outcomeslihich
were intended? A.

Were there enough support staff for the program?

These and many other questions may come to mind when an evaluation is

being planned. It is the job of the evaluation planner to 'determine the

scope and priorities of the evaluation by specifying questions and indicating

their relative importance.

In order to determine the rationale, the evaluation planner might

talk with potential users or audiences!Of the evaluation., PersOns in the

college, the community, and the statement may list different information

which would help them make decisions about the program. For example, the

state education.department might want to know whether or not the program

..,attracted enough students. The counselling staff, for its part, might

want to knoW-W-hether or not students are satisfied with the program and

their subsequent jobs. Different needs such as these can be met by a

comprehensive evaluation. Consulting the possible audierites of the evalu-

ation minimizes wasted effort and increases the usability of the ev&ation.

But what if no one at the college knows what questions need answering,

or what decisions need to be made? Does this mean thatan evaluatiOn cannot

or should not be done? In other words, is it impossible to plan an,eval-
.

uation for an undetermined audience and an unknown decision? Not

necessarily. Sometimes the rationale for the,evaluation is merely to keep

account of or gather data absibt critical aspects of a program. In any

case, the rationale lea the planner to the task of selecting the program
l's

elements to be examined.

44
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The Elements

Once the rationale has been established, the planner can choose the

elements of the prOgram which will be examined. Paq of this work.might
.$

have already been done in formulating the rationale. However, the planner

might find it helpful to list exactly.what information will be collected

in order to keep account of how a program.is operating.

''Some planners might choose the elements by rereading the System and

selecting critical elements from it. Other planners might not wish to

review the entire System in, order to choose the elements of the evaluation.

For these planners, an abbreviated outline is included that contains some

of the elements which might.be valuable in a program evaluation.

Evaluation Elements

A. Considerations Prior to the Start of the Progri;\ ( "antecedents")

Student types

a) previously acquired knowledge and skills of entering students

i) knowledge

ii) competencies
iii) attitudes and values

b) Student characteristics

i) status (e.g., new students, transfers, etc.)
ii) geographic distribution

iii) socio-economic status
iv) ethnic background
v) sex

vi age

vii) work and educational experience

2. Student numbers

a) enrollment figures
b) attendance patterns

4

ro.4 7.
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3. Resources

a) personnel cos

i) administra ion
ii) faculty

iii) support sta f
iv) clerical s ff

b) physical costs

i) space and b ildings
ii) equipment.a d materials

operating costs

4. Local support

a) internal support

i advisory committee
ii college curriculum committee

iii) faculty involved in the program
iv) administrators
v) other internal support

b) external support

i) financial support
ii) student support

iii) support from exployerg
iv) community support

4

5. Employment possibilities.

a) number of jobs $
b) types of jobs .

c) salary

d) advancement potential ,

4

a

if

Educational) Pr8cess ("transactions")

1. eneral teaching strategies

a

for knowledge

for competencies
6.

for attitudes and valuest

\ \
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2. Special teaching strategies

a) internships and labwork
b) cooperative education
c) modular curriculum

3. Utilization of facilities anal instructional material's

4.. Social-attitudinal .climate

a) participation
b) morale

C. Effects of the Program ("outcomes")

1.

4

Effects onAudents

a) learning outcomes

i) knowledge
ii) competencies
iii) attitudes and values

. b).occupational outcomes

i) number employed in program-related jobs .

ii)-average salary -

iii) job performance levels
iv) length of employment

,
v) advancement ..

vi) range of jobs
vii) geagl'aphical dis uti of employed graduates, ,

viii) sex, ethnic and ES dist ibution of employed raduates
i

2. Effects on college

a) college'image and morale
b) college enrollment

i) number
ii) quality-
iii) distribution

3. Effects on community

4. Effects on regi n

5. Effects on business and/or industry'

7.7
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Discussion

At this point the decision maker has chosen the e nts for his or

her evaluation plan. However, for the evaluation plan to be complete, it

is'still necessary to specify how the data for each eleme t will be analyzed.

That is, the planner needs to indicate the process by which udgMents are

to be made concerning the program.

The reader will notice that the list of elements suggests a' organiza-

tion of the data to be collected. Three kinds of evaluative'data

listed: a) considerations prior to the start of the program (i.e.,
Y.

"antecedents"), b) the education process (i.e., "transactions") and c) fects

of the program (i.e., "outcomes").

An "antecedent" is any condition with respect to students, local

support, or employment existing prior to teaching and learning which may

relAte to outcomes. Transactions' refer to the succession of engage-

ments or encounters which comprise the process of education., "Outcomes"

include the consequences of the program on students, the college, the com-

munity, the region, and/or business and industry. The boundaries between

these categories are not, or need not be, always clear. The categories
it

should stimulate rather than subdivide the data collection.

The analysis of data compares what,the program had hoped for (i.e.,

its "intents") with what actually occurred ('i.e., our "observations").

"Intents"sinclude positive or negative statements about the plans for the

program: perhaps classroom conditions,or student behaviors or teaching
V

strategies. But since "the road to hell is paved with good intentions,"

the evaluator most also examine what actually curs, in other words,

"observations." Observations provide evidence regarding the surroundings,
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,

events, and consequences of the program. Methods for collecting obser4-

tional data include direct, personal contact and instruments such as

inventories, biographical data's eets, interview routine, check lists,

opinionnaires, and all kinds of psychometric tests.

The process f evaluation consists in first collecting data on what

was d for =nd on what actually occurred. Then judgments ah made

regardin .8; 8priateness of the intents, and 2) the extent to which

the intents were actually observed. It may be the case that the evaluayon

plan was executed exactly but the program failed because the plan was

inadequate. 'On the other hand, the plan may have been adequate but was

misimplemented or not implemented adequately. An evaluation scheme that

includes both intents and observations yields diagnostic information4re-

garding the reasons for a program's failure or success.

The data'and comparisons suggested here can be represented by a

matrix1:

Antecedents

Transactions ,

"Sgutcomes

4

Observations

This matrix s a proc ural ine for an.evaluation., It is' not

the only guideline which can be u The planner should feel free to

modify this format, or to choos any otnr evaluation,design which enables

him to collect useful infOrm tion for making judgments about his or her

program. A
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In this step of the'precision ase, judgments are' made and a decision

is reached concerning the rejection modification or approval of a program

for implementati Negative ents result in the rejection of the pro-

posed programs, provided it cannot be altered. If the judgments are

unclear, then the planner may decide to re-examine the subsystems for the

possible modification of the expectations for the program. Favorable

judgments lead to the next step of the System, the formal program proposal.

Via

4

4.
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If the planner decide; that the program, should,be implemented; then

he or she must submit a progrim proposal to the approval agencies of the

Oilege. These agencies and their concerns have already been 'discussed

in the Strategy-sectiorrof tv precision phase.

In New York, the program is approved for implementation at the

college, then five copies of a formal Oogram proposal must be submitted

to the SUNY Vice-Chancellor for Academi Programs approximately six months

before the proposed initiation or the program. The Vice - Chancellor has

askedfor the following information in tha program proposal (1). The

numbers at the side of the questions indicate the portions of the System,

that address the Vice-Chancellor's concerns:

1
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t
' A. Identity (100)

Ar

1. Title of the program

2. Degree, certificate, or diploma

3. Proposed beginning date

4. Description of the course of study or content, (120)

including thi course descriptions in appendix.

B. 'LongLivrige Planning (200) 4../

1. RelatiOn to University Master Plan:

; 2: 'Relation 0 campus master plan. (221)

3. gelation t o existing or other projected (222)

.programs* orthe institution.

4. Relation.to existing 'programs at other (212)"

institutions, .public and private, in the

service%area,, re on and State

C. Asouraes (300)

a

1. Faculty and s affl doesdpe program call for (311,.330
faculty.sres rcits already present which might
be.reassi edor will it depend on new-appocht-
ments? 'I clude wi ae in appendix.

4.

2. Facilities, including equipment,and library holdings; (31, 322, 332)
Tare the present facilities adequate for the'pro-

posed program, or are additidnal facilities, 0 b.

'V eq6ipment or library.holtlings required?

- w3. Expendituresdescribe initial and lo g-range (320 330)
.costs, method' of support, o i tside

sources and 'revenues.'
1
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,

D. Students (400)

1. Identity: will the program serve a special (450)
clientele (e.g: disadvantaged, handicapped,
veterans, aged.)?

-Co2. ellipq: describe provisions., (316)

3. Demand: it ude potential enrollment for (420)
five years..

I

E..

. Employment possibilities: include data for (500)
geographic area and the State.

. ticulation and transfer:s describe potential (213)
fo articulatiOn of the program with ptseceding
level nd net appropriate level of instruction.

Emiluation

."`

(700)

1. Academic quality and cost effectivenet:
4 describe provisions for review.

2. Graduate programs: tclude special prdvitions.

F. Support. (600)

1. Include local resolutions and support documents
from faculty councils, where appropriate.

, References

1. Dearing,
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AN HISTORICAL SURVEY OF THE'LITERATURE ON PLANNING
,DeCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Literature on two-year college occupational programs began to pro-
;

liferate after World War II. Phebe Ward (24) was one of the first writer

to recommend a procedure for planning occupational programs,

First, Ward suggested that colleges study existing programs at other

4stitutions. Then the need for the proposed-program should -le dete

by a survey of potential employers within the local community. Employer

needs for personnel shoord be ascertained as well as thg, types Qf posi-'

dohs for which'two-year college graduates could be adequatelY trained.

Then the needs of the student population should be explored by means of
,

41
follow-up stues on recent graduates and pre-registration contacts with

potential stucients. If the peed for 'the program on the part of potential
1

employers and students could,be established, then an Advisory Committee

should be organized to help, plan the program. The Amittee should con-
;?,'

sist of well-known leaders from labor, management and community groups.
,t

The Cothmittee should be used throughout the lifetime of the program, not

just in its planning stages. The objectives of occupational proficiency

and total selfIdevelooment of the-student should then be established. On

the basis of these objectives, an occupational analysis should name the

courses, plan the ob4ectives, list abd arrange-the jobs in learning order,

analyze the jobs, and develop lesson plans. Modern,equipment for the pro-
,

gram must'then be purchased and outstanding instructors selected.' Instruc-

tors'should be chosen from business and industry on the basis of their

master the occupation, personality, aptitude.for teac and apprec7

iation of well- nded training. Instructional materials should then be

90
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developed d provision made for the student tb have on-the-job as we---

classroom experience. High standards of performance must be establis

close coordination with arts of the college (such.as counseling) main-

d, tained, and in- service straining for faculty provide& The college should

capitalize on available community resources and, in return, offer the use

Of college, facilities to the community. 'Finally, good subjective and

objective techniques for evaluating occupational training and general

education should be devised and used for the purpose of revising the

J4rricblum to meet student and community needs.
Ore

In 1950, Jesse Parker Bogue (6) encouraged the expansion of two-year

vocational programs. His book emphasized that occupational curricula

should be generated fromcommunity and state needs.

Two years later, B. Lamar Johnson (14) proposed a set of broad educa-

ttonal goals for vocational programs. ,He believed that vocational pro- 6

grams should enable students to perform successfully in an occupation.

However, Johnson also felt that any two-year college program should enable

students to acquire social understanding, formulate a philosophy of life,

and carry out.citizenship responsibilities.
o

Stephen-L. ,Epler (10) diScUssed program planning in 1955. He suggested
,

that two-year collegepadministratOrscollect data on the following: the

number of seniors in those high schools which have contributed significantly

to enrollment in the college; the number of students in g ades 1-12 in

"feeder" schools; the births and deaths in 4he area for th past two decades;

and migration in the age groups under twenty.

In 1956, Lawrence L. Bethel (4) emphasizei the importance of community 0

input in planning' occupational programs.., In particular,*-Beth 1 felt the

need for a strong liaison between the two -year college and loc 1 business

3
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and industry. The community should also have an opportunity to evaluate,

the programs of the'collegeeven though the college should have consider-

able freedom to experiment with and develop new vocational programs. Faculty

shouled spend time assessing community needS and revising progrmas in the .-,,

light of changing social and economic conditions, and college administrators.

0
should take the responsibility of synchronizing community college plans

with local business and industry.

The same year, 1956, Ralph R. Fields (12) agreed with Bethel about the

importance'of community needs and community participation in occupational

Program planning. Surveys should be made of employMent possibilities in

the area. Census data and state reports should be used as a basis for

projecting possible enrollmen s. Continuous informal contact between

employers,and faculty could ensure that'the college was meeting the needs

of the community. Advisory committees should help develop vocational pro-

grams. Fieldsindfcated-four basic principles,of,pro ram development:
10

(a) a program must be need-centered; .(14- ram must be

concerned with its development and improvement; ogram must

,./1 represent the uniqueness of the community In,mhich(ft exists; and (d) eval-

uation is necessary Tor programiimprovement.

Edward Litchfield (17) analyzed college decision-making processes in
/4

1959. 'He diVideld the processes into five separate steps: (a) definition

of the issue; 10) analysis of the existing situation; (c) calculation d

delineation o/f alternatives; (d) deliberation; and (e) choice. wever,

Litchfibadfelt that' large colleges did not have'an adequa control struc-

ture for decision-making.. Professional administrator did.not review

egated to specific de'decisions thoroughly. Instead, decisions were

r
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partments while administrators merely served as figureheads. Litchfield

suggested that a number of academic vice-presidents should research issues

and evaluate alternative courses of action. Organized staff meetings would

consider possible alternatives to a given decision. The president should

have sufficient staff to aid him in budgeting, personnel work, organization,

academic research and total institutional planning. Litchfield felt that

it was extremely important that decisions noy6e made by one person. In

the five steps of his rational decision - making process there were roles for

faculty, dPan.s._;,president and trustees.
.,

,.

The problem of occupational program planningjia been analyzed on the

. .

basis of student sensitivity to career oppor. wales. In 1961, survey was
,

made of the poit-high school plans of juniors and seniors in New Jersey
<

ON schools (18), It was found that the students were highly rational in

. they choice of occupational goals.. Many of the students chose to pursue

programs bf study which would prepare them for positions in which there

.

,,
were serious shortages of personnel.

In 1964, B. Lamar Johnson f15) presented arguments for and against

...\..

alternative practices in program planning. He then made recommendations

on conducting effective surveys and on making good.use of the advisory

committee.

year r, in 1965,Clyde Blocker, Robert Plummer, and Richard

Richardson (5) 'described important elements in initiating a technical pro-

gram. 'They believed that the curriculum should be closely related to the

requirements of the occupati.on: it should be developed with the adjice

And support Of the, industry in question' and it should be sensitive to

1 945

,
. Ip
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changes in the occupation. Over-specialization shbuld ba,:avoided. The

program shoul

share the resp

planning programs t

for all graduates. Communfty leaders, should

educators for identifying manpower needs and

them.

In the 1966 edition of The Community4unior,College, James Thornton

(23). discussed a community survey approach to occupational progOam plan-
.

ning. Administrators should base.their decision on whether or not to

introduce anew program on the results of the surve m is

introduced, a lay advisory committee should inform community of the

program and receive advice from community members. Special long-term

advisory committees should be established for specific curriculL General

.-- 1

questions to consider in'the establishment of programs include the follow-

ing: (a) How specialized should the program be? (b) How many liberal

arts Courses should be included? (c) Are there employment possibilities

for students who finish the program? (d) Will students remain for the

entire program? and.(e) HoW qualified should a student be,to get into the

program?

Moses Koch and Priscilla Woolley (17) described theirs' experiences in

planning a program for urban planning assistants in 1967. liey interviewed.

planning and development agencies in order to determine whether or not an

enloyment market existed for Orban planning assistants. LNext, they de-

velOped curricula fOr the program. They had difficulties in finding pro-

fessional planners who could take the time to help plan the program.

Recruitment of students alto .4Sed many problems. However, since HUD

sponsored the program, a full-time program director was' hired 'to deal with

these,problems.
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Also in 1967, Albert Riendear (19) discussed occupational cation

it a context of change. He anertthdanalyze a) ,the u Ives of pT-
.

high school education, b) community involvement with college programs,-

c) the specific functions of advisory committees, and c) the expectations

. of advisory committee members.

The 196 Advisory Council on Vocational Education (2) made.a series

..

of recommendations for the improvement of occupational education
.

planning.

The recommenda ions i luded the following: in awareness of the

need for different kiris of training to meet educational goals;

clearer delineation of the relative responsibility o is agencies and

private employers; further.study of the merits pf on-the-job versus in-

stitutional training_ programs-; evaluati of the relative merits of the

"work" and the "study" aspects of work-t dining programs; an analysis of
, , .

theLorerlap among'federal progYams;.explo tion of new methods for finding

the unemployed and motivating them to enr training programs; an analysis

of tkipverlap among,federal program explohtion of new methods for

finding the unemployed and motivatingthem to ent r training programs; and

evaluation of the effectiveness of existing trainin grams.

In 1969, M.'H. Charness, C. H. Ritterhouse, and R. C. Heald (9)

analyzed the major stumbling blockOn.occUpational program planning. The

stumbling blacks include a) alack of sufficient time to study problems,

b) an excessive focus on the financial aspects of deciSion-making, c) a
1, I

need to satisfy many diverse,grou within the institution and the community,

d) alack of adequate research support, and (e

in,operationg(l.or measurable terms.

tg define goals

During the next year-Brandof B.- Smith and 'Jerome ss, Jr. (21)
11

discussed various steps in,program developm
.

the specification

ote

0
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of the role of training; (blithe identification of. educationally relevant

tasks; (c) the selection of what tasks should be taught; (d) an. analysis

of the tasks through Gagne's task analysis techni ue;-(e) a statement of

performance objectives; and (f) the specification o the instructional

sequence. Smith and Moss emphasized th'e following changes in programs:

increased focus on the "products" of instruction; greater task orientation;

and greater appreciation/for-non-verbal and skill-related experience.

In 1970, John B. Teeple (22) stated that the college must allocat?

its resources according to clearly defined goals and well-ordered priorities.

Manpower requirements must be1projected in accordance with general trends

and with the college's own goads such as health, educaaon, and social

welfare. The estimates of future job openin s, due to attrition and to)

newly Treated jobs, must be included.. The impoftance of national versus

local manpower projections should depend on the mobility of the population

///
served(by the college and on the special charac eristics f any, of the

region. Teepl$ concluded the article by posin stions of how to

develop and implementa pi'an. The answer 4s not by yOurself." He

emphasized importance of wide-spread involvement and 61guitadUnt-for

the success of the plan. Thismapproach to administrative decision-Imaking

is- very similar to the one Litchfteld1(17) proposed.

In 1974 the Carnegie commission (8) recommended thatprogramsbe

planned so that varied educational experiences could be provided to people

at all stages of life. This cbuld_be accomplished by apprenticeship pro-
,

NIL

grams, in-service training in industry, and part-time certification pro-

grains. Opportunities for higher education should IA available to persons

thAughout their lifetimes and not just ipmediately after high school.
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The Commissi ted that society as ell as the in ividual would gain

if,work and study were m d throughout ilifetime. A sense of isolation

and of sharply compartmentaTiOd roles is felt/ty students, war s, young

people and'elderly people. This feeling could be reduced if more students

were workers, mo e kern were students-, and all -0-6-S,were ixed on the

SI and)irtile

r- A yea after t

assroom.

-6 -

focuse+ on the costs of various-

r'

gr I ,qtar .e I : c. B min suggested that the least expensive modes7
'1, should be considered for use.f; the community col- lege.,

,,,''

Dewey Allen AdaMs Pfans-oe4431.4/2.ed_Ihg10.r.gar4M4lanping and course
" , $ .

,'''
. devel6pment.in 1972"

4
.He divided course development' Into three phases.

P
e '

The first phasO
.0-

"preparation," includes job pg'cription, task analysis,
.,.e

course objeglves, criterion examination,Arget population, course pre-
,

...'

requisites, and prerequisite testing/he second Wiese is called the
i

, ie

development phase. It includes owilining:sequencing, conten ecti,on,
..,

procedures selection. sequenWand lesson plan completion, and coUrs

..

tryouts. The third phase Known as the improvement phase, is di re,Ced to
,\...,

a compeison of performanc with objectives, a comiwison of theobjectives

with the job, and rev ion and tryout. .

N

' i In 1973, Ke eth G. Skaggs (20) surveyed many of the factors to be

issionrep6rt, Arthur Berchin (1))

ypes of instructional modes -- small

F

dered in planning new programs. He claimed that a narrow focus in

. ,

program dpvelopment can lead two-year college students into dead-end/jobs.

Many programs are developed through community or state insistence. Student

'are not trained as well in community college 'programs as they are in

apprenticeship programs. Therefore, Skaggs suggested that programs,be
y,

11
1
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re-evaluated continuously because of changing technology. Also, be believed

that more field-work experiences should be provided for students.

In a 1973 discussion,of decisiion-makin?'in two-year colleges (13),

Edmund Gleazer described the. increased roletof the state and the egislatu e,

in program planning. That role has increased because the colleges hay
4

asked for more money from the state and legislature. Gleazer noted, however,

that the increase has been resiste local colleges, boar,ds, and,commun-

itiqs.

In 1973, Dean N. EvaAs and Ross L. Neag16 (11) offered a step -by- step:'

approach to the design of a dynamic two-year college program. Their steps /

are as follows: (a) identification of time needs oftthe community,that can

?

be met by the college; (b) determination of the basic p ilosophy which-will

and gird the icsogram; (c) organization°.of a citizen's committe .to advise

the college on career programs; (d) lishment of basic learning se-
.

quences for the program;'and (e) completio of personnel and logistical

support plans for the process of instryfctiohal development.

Finally, in 1973, David S. Bushnell p) proposed a strategy for

deciding whether or not to implement a new program. This strategy consists

of(fivesteps: (a) the problem is diagnosed; (b) the objeqlves are

formulated and criteria established; (s) the constraints and resources

are identified; (d) potential. solutions to the problem are selected;

(e) alternative solutions-are evaluated; and (f) action is taken.

'' Despite an abundance of discussion, there have not been ry changes,

ro------------4i
since World War II in the procedures for planning occup!!IoJTOp granjr

( ,

In recent years, administrative decision-maki g theory has been added to a

fi

rk,*ze.A
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need-survey approach, but the planning proceSs is largely, a hit or

miss operation. (Skaggs (20) points out many of the " isses" in community

colleges today.) The development of a systematic s ucture for program

planning should change many of thbse misses into t . Such a system $s

Isorel needed to improve prOgram planning in Notyear colleges today.
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EW OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF .

EMS IN EDUCATION

The previous chapter traced the de elopment of occupational program

'planning in two-year colle That development wasrmarket by attempts

to provide systemat' coherence to the planning of ,occupational programs.

This chapter scusses concepts wp,ich are importa t in the systematization

of edu ional decisions. The major concept is 'hat of a system, a"term

ich has been used and abused in educational t eory.

Systims

The term; "system," has two general and accepted:types of use

common-sense use and a, scientific use. The mix of the common-sense use

with the scientific use can cloud the definition of the term

In the common-sense use, a system recognizeS the reiationthip

. parts or attributes to a whole phenomenon. The:phenomenon might be

specific or general. 'So' mightte the parts.

The scientific use of "system" involves,eybernetics, the study of.,

systems control. Cybernetics explains aspects of phenomena which cannot

be explained by the activities of the individual component elements of
F.

those phenomena. Cybernetics stresses the interaction of the elements of

phenomena. The essential fpature.of cybernetics, (the word derives from

the GreekWord for "governing") is the stress it places on phenomena

total systems.

Two'offshoots of cybernetics are general systems theory and system-

atics. General systems theory reduces all of science to very general

principles under which each discipline can be subsumed; genehl systems

theory. stresses the unity of science. Systematics has developed becae

S.7
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general systems theory disregards important, individual features of dis-

ciplines in an effort to find relationships among them. Systematics efers

to the assessment of systematic relations among specific fields and dis-

ciplines.;

The view- of phenomena as systems is not, new. The- history of science
/

shows many uses of a,systems analogy to find relationships betw n phenomena

or events. But great attention has been paid to the system

7
approach re-

cently,cently, partly because of the general advances made 1 nterdisciplinary

studies (particularly in the areas of biology, b chemistry, environmental

studies and electronics), and partly.because of advances in high speed

computing. I;'computing, systems organize data for 'simulation studies,.

etc. The design f computer programs is called systems engineering.

Systems have several TimtatTOns. The subsuming of data under a

'systems frameWork-does ngt endow that data with extra explanatory or pre-

e pOwer, even ough it may clarify, the data somewhat. Systems are

als limited by, eir ability to show relationships:among phenomena.

y represent celhaAn kinds of relationships, the kind being determined

t e persori who designs the system. For example, a subway system might

epresented graphically to show relationships of diStance between lines

.
V

nd stations, or 'it light be designed to show time between stops represented

as distances on a graphic scale.

. .

Systems in Education,

-. Systems theOry ilaqeen used-extensively in education. It is. mores.
.

, .:

accurate perhaps to say that various parts ofeducation have been analyzed
-1 . 1

for their systematizationo The areas most expose& to a systems view are

,1

(
I
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administration and curriculum. In admi stration, management, decision-

making, planning and counseling can se seen as interactive systems. In

opkd for planning, implementation and
/ .

curriculum, systems have been dev

evaluation.

: In recent years, Lpona d Silvern (7) has been the major contributor

.1

to the development of sy tems approaches to education. In a number'of

publications Silvern

tion and particular

dynamic system w*

whiCti pe.rmits

Gibson

chart of

These o systems feed tn7 a decision system. Within the decision system

ges a systems engineering approach.to all of educa-

/
y, to instruction.. He interprets instruction as a

h feedback from occupations,and student performance

onstant revision.

5) has systematized deciion-making in schools through a

e tension and interaction of value systems and knowledge systems

are s veral subsystems. A control system flows into an action system. The

0 rol system is also regulated by a monitoring system that receives

f bacl from a particutar;eyent system'.

teward and Winborn (6) have developed a general system for decision-

Oaking n counseling. Their system conttains language that was originally

develop 'Silvern. The ystem is in open one with twelve well-developed

subsyst ackmajor sullystem contaihs informIti

making,

elevant to decision

this inf rmation its lf beihg part of a minor subsYst One of

e syst= is that it forces the counselor'to be system-

procedures that permit the evaluation and

the claims made for

atic,/i4e., to adopt uni
[

modific4tion of practices.
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Another system for counseling has been created by H. B. Gelatt. His

"Sequential Decision-Making Process" (4) shares Gibson's (5) idea of a

value system, which reacts with a prediction system and a criteria system

for the,evaluation and selection of decisions (these latter systems embody

the knowledge system of Gibson). Gelatt depicts two stages of 6ecisions:

an investigatory decision that develops methods of investigation anoi data

analysis; and a terminal decision which leads to an outcome.

Stufflebeam's (9) evacuation scheme has Values, Option's, and Informa-

tion (data) feeding into a Decision-maker which determines in turn Choice,

Altered action, and Educational improvement. Stufflebeam's system is

a rationale, rather than an analysis of the prqcedure of evaluation.

Another system of note is Marcus's -0Organizational Decision Model"

(6) which hap three stages Of refinement. "'During the first stage, the

decision-maker defines an approximate goal or aspiration level and maps

certain strategies relevant to its attainment. During stage two, alterfiative

strategies are evaluated and their outcomes determined.in_a loose way. In

stage three the outcomes are compared with the initial aspiration level to

achieve what is called.an optimal solution, a satisfactory conjunctioV of

outcome and aspiration. It,,,the outcomes exceed the aspirations, the level.

of aspiraticin is increased. If they fall short of the aspiration, then

the outcome is fed back into stages two to be modified accordingly.

Barbee's A Systems Approach to Community College Education (1) is a

work that is important to this project. Unlike the systems noted in the

foregoing analysis, Barbee's sytem incorporates a whole institution,

community college. Barbee urges community college educators to adopt a

systematic' approach to their task by taking into account the inputs which

./
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affect the colle§e. The community college, as la. system, reacts with other.

systems outside the college: consumers, the community, government, organ-

izations, other educational systems, supporting technology, and the dis-

cipline areas. Within the cominunity college system are the major systems

of Instruction, Management, Mministrative support:and Policy. The chief

A system is Instruction. These systims receive input from some o'f,,the outside

systems (e.g., the Instructional System receives input from Supporting
N

Technologies and Educational Institutions). The four major internal systems

contain minor systems. The minor systems interact within the majorsystem

and contribute input and receive output from other major and minor systemi.

The minor systems interact within.the major system and contribute input

and receive output from other major and minor systems. The Instructional

system, for example, has the filitor systems of Students, Guidance, Curriculum

and Instruction. 'These minor systems contain lesser subsystems.

Barbee's community college system is quite complex but it-does show

the dynamid nature of the' community college and; particutarly, the need far

1

precision in determining the results of any actions or decisions made in

any small area, i.e., a subsystem Barbee's model emphasizes the need for

specifying very clear objectives:particUlarly in the Instructional System,

it Clear objectives enable exact evaluation, the measurement of effectiveness,'

and the formulation of cost elements.

The decision- making system of
to;
orgen and Davis (2) is intended to be

a systems approach to currfculUm development and evaluation for occupational

education in two-year colleges. This system begins with the specification

. of outcomes, proceeds to the establishment of objectives from whence the

. process continues through the ranking of objectives, defining the problem,
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identifying the problems, developing alternate solutions, establishing-

criteria (Marked 'thigh", "low" or "optimum"), collecting of data, evaluating

alternatives, making a decision based on objectives, exploring consequences

of the decision, and implementing the decision. From the implementation

base there is feedback to a box for evaluation of the decision and the

making of necessary changes; this in turn feeds back into the initial

establishing of objectives area. This system:(esienttally a simple flow

chart) bears a general appearance to a typical evaluatiodschema and exhibits

a low level of systems interaction.

Relationship to this Project

There are many other systems which cold be cited, but the intention

of this section has been to discuss the befits and constraints of sygtems,

and to describe the .broad features Of typi al systems.

This project.has developed a planning system which shares features

common to most ystems, namely the following: the conception,of planning,

as a,dynamic process in which information moves through rented stages;

the conception of information stages having systematic relationships with

OK
one another and as part of a larger system; and the conception of pro-

cesses as being susceptible.to a simple representation with an attempt to .41 c'

exhaustively describe the possible inputs.

If any type of system has been influential in the development Of

this project's Systgm, it would be the type used in evaluation, The main

feature of the System is the form in which evaluation-type questions are 14..

asked. The inclusion of assessment, judgment, strategy, etc. points to

,

program planning based on the evaluation of alternatives. The network of

the precision subsystems is strongly influenced by evaluation proceduresi,

in which criteria are determined prior to fact finding. :The System migh't

tf
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be seen as a large evaluation model of present planning practices. Its

however, is to re ommend a certain path for program'planning based"

on the-assessment by each ollege of each relevant input.
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INTRODUCTION

The following pages contain a simulated program planning exercise.

You will be asked to review information from a variety of sources in order

to decide whether or not a Rrogram in bicycling management and/or tech-

nology should be implemented at your college.

The purposes of the simulation are as follows: to Provide inexper-

ienced nlanners with a "feel" 'Pr the materials and sources of informa-

tion in Program development; to expand the list of sources that is used

by experienced planners; to reveal the interlocking nature of many tynes

of information; and to reveal the hidden "systems" -- the p4rities --

of planners that cause them to use Particular types of information in

narticular ways. The simulation does not relate directly to the System.

However, a knowledge of the System will help the user of this simulation.

The simulation suffers from some limitations that ffect the achieve-

ment of its purwes. 'First, its sources and fnfOpmation are limited in

number and amount. The user of the simulation acquires general

program planning information instead of concentrated doses of that in-

formation. Second, the information includes only external "facts" about

a program. It does not include the hopes and

a real experience, those hopes and biases woul

lases of the planner. In

I e as important as any

external "facts". Finally, many of the "facts" have been manufactured for

this experien4 Some of them are true, but' most of them have been manu-

factured. At the present time, the simulation reprepnts a hypothetical

experience in program planning. There is no bicycling technolo4y and/or

?management program in any two-year college in the country.

r \_

117,5
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The simulition consists of four parts: the revi of backgr9und

information about the program; the selection and revi w of eight sources

of information for the,simulation; the selection and review of additional
4

sources; and a response4to questions about the simulation.

The simulation is a self-paced exercise. However, some users might

want to place some time limits on the exercise. The following are

suggested limits for.such users,:

Time (minutes) Purpose

15 review of background informatiork
art selection of 8 initial sources

10' review of 8 sources

40 selection and review of additional
sources (5 minutes per source)

10 completion of response sheet

1 hr. 15 min. total time of simulation

T ese time 1Nts are noted parenthetically in each part of the simulation.

Now, revieWthe background information for the simulation and make

your selection of eight initial sources of information. (Time: 15 minute )
ti

4
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

You are a fa member at Lothlorien Community College.* Your v

task,ts to investi establishment of k.program in bicycle technology

and /or.management. At tie end of Vhe simulation, you will be asked tos

_report your deciscipns abOut the establishment of this program.
t4

The :The College: Lothlorien is located in a city of 20,0 Its

V' I; 4,-.
districtqs situated between two major cities in upstate New York. The

Coglege has:ahroximately 2,000 students, split evenly among full-time

A
and part-time, clay and evening attendance.

Th6' Concern; You have en aware that a bicycle boom has taken place

t)

t-1

O

.J1W

9

ty

1,
.1

in the United States. In 1950, the nation had 15 million bicycles;

today it has670 million; id 1980, it will have 100 million bicycles.

You know that spmedn will Nave to design, self and repair these machines.

You' recall a comifien in the Small Business Reporter: "For, the person

who coMbines the skills of a rotailer, a mechanic and a business manager;

there's the promise of a high ridin future in the bicycle business."

Perhapslothlorien Community College should eduCate students for that

fhture.

Preliminary Data:

ok) Yobihave lea'rned that .ihr4 other tw -year colleges offer

0

programs in bicycling Smog Tech in Los Angeles t aches students about

s:-444

the design and technology of bicycles. Peel College in Florida has a

shop management program. The University of Wisconsin at Cheese teaches

J

*In Tolkien's The Lord, of the Rings, Lothlorien is the "fairest woods
in all the.realm." Undoubtedly, this also Oescribes the, two -year college
at which you work.
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4

students to desi nd mariagecOmmunity recreation and bicycling programs.

No eastern college offers a bicycling 'program.

b) 'In a survey of phone books you have discovered the following

information about bicycle shops and Manufacturers in New YOrk State:

Shops Manufacturers

Local 9 Local 1

Buffalo 54 Buffalo 1

4.Rochester 47 Rochester

Syractise 28 Syracuse 1

Albany 18 e Albany

New York 67 New York-r 35

223 38

Two manufacturers are,in or near your region: the Design Craft Company,

a manufacturer of parts, and the Pacer Bicycle Company.

4,
__c) Historically, Lothlorien Community College has been open

to the expansion of programs. New programs have received the support of

students and staff. Resources for programs have grown slim, however, and

existing programs have suffered some cutbaor. Ybu believe that the program

will attract students because of the association of bicycling with youth.

The Decision: This data helps you to answer the estimation questions

; e
in the following tentative way:

fp

Identity--
0

The program should teach students to
understand,the technology of 'bicycling

and/or the, management of bicycling
enterprises.

Articulation--- There should be no problems since there

is no competition.

,Resources--- Resources might be'a prcblem, but that
shouldn't stop the investigation.

VO :3/

4
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Students--- The incretaSe of bike sales and the
youth appeal of bicycling indicat
student draw.

Employment - - - Tv°. led.al manufacturers and over 2Q0

shops in the state, could hire

graduates.

Support--- The' other answers indicate that the

program will be supported.

Letter of Intent:
,

These answers to the estimation questions indicate that the )

program should be investigated further. You submit the following Letter

of Intent to Albany:
y

. Vice Chancellor frit- Academic Programs .

S.U.N.Y.
'99 Washington Avenue'
Albany, New York 12210

Dear Vice Chincellor:
i r

z-

k . . . .

4 .-1, ,I,/am submitting*the following Letter] of Intent in accordance with

:your memorandumCofOctober 1, 1973,, outlining procedures,Jor submission
of academic program proposals.

. t

Lothiorien CommunityCollege is presently studying the feasibility
of establishing a new associate degree career program in bicycle' ,

' technology.ind/or management. We are presently lodking forward to a
September'1975 begipnkng date. 4

let The 'graduates of the Bicycle Technology and/or Management Program

14, should be able to pursue any one of a broad range of careers associated

with bicycling. After an organized program, graduates might: manage a

shop; service or design bicycles; instruct others in riding, service and
purchasing techniques; and design.or manage community recreation,

,

and bicycling programs.

Preliminary studiep indicate that this program' will fill a need'for
qualified persohnel in the locality, region and throughout the state.
Apparently, 'no other programs of this kind exist in the Northeast.

An ad hoc committee is being organized to investigate the
feasibility of the program. We welcome any assistance you can give us.

Sincerely:

President
lothlorien Community College

i°3
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The response to the letter is affirmative. Thus, you are faced

with the p ecision queticin: "Should this program be implemented?"

The answer that question is the specific deal of this simulation.

11L

4
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( SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Below is a list of the sources of information for the precision
0

phase of simulation. The list might or mig not be comprehensive. The

sources might or might not be helpful. In the next few minutes, please

select eight initial sources for information about the development of your

program. You will be able to select additional sources throughout the

simulation. As you select sources, check them off in the rig t-hand column.

SOURCE

Local college

Business Management. Staff

Mechanical Technology Staff

Director of Continuing
Education

Admissions and Counseling
Staff

. Director of Research-

Literature

Newspapers

Bicycling 4/75

5/75

Bicycle Spokesman

"Bicycle Test Reports - 1973

State Manpower Studies

NatiOnal Manpower Studies

Business and Trade

Bicycle Institute of
Amerita

Design Craft Company

Pacer Bicycle Company

Local and Regional 'Shops

INFORMATION PAGE \/

support, students 135

support, resources 141

strategy 116

students

strategy

employment

employment

employment, general

employment

employment, general

employment

employment

employment, resources

employment

employment

students, employment 138

151

143

127

118

,113

156

114

32
145



/

Edu = A encies

Bureau of TWO-Year College
.Programs resources 149

Council" articulation 131

High tTol students, support 133 .

Hig Sc ol - B students 126

High School - C students---, 147

BOCES articulation, resources 119

Smog Technology College identity, resources,
_general 148-

identitY, resources 1.34

0

t,
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ti

'

onal

Peel College

'University of Wisconsin
Cheese identity 150

Please turd to, the appropriate pages and read'.the informatiOn from

. .

the eight sources you have selected. After you have read the information;

make any notes on the worksheets that are provided. After careful

consideration of this information (10 minutes), follow the instructions

at thylottom of each source that you have selected.

You might chodse to Use all of the sources in the,simulation or you

might decide the program's fate after choosing only eight sources. Choose

as many sources as you need. After you*.have finished reviewing all of the-

sources which you feel are necessary for your decision, turn to page 157
A

(40 minutes).

-- STOP --

ZPO not go beyond this page until you have selected 8 sources]

'a.

r

.4.

4
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,WORKSHEETS
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e
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LITERATURE

.BICYCLING - MAY 1975

(5,minutes)

Listed the fo lowing potential employers in their advertisements.

supply ouses: general-10; specific-27.

dis ibutors: regional, national-37

lalesmen wanted-1

. /
instructor wanted-1

shops available: 2

jobs available:

4 ersonnel sales-1

repair-2

bike manufacturers-U.S.-4; others -19

parts manufacturers-U.S.-31; otherS-8

touringoutfdts-general,=1; bike-8

Shops listed: 7 NY

8 NJ

3 PA

-3 VT

5 MAS

3 CONN

fifter careful consideration of this information, you may select another

source.]:

4.,
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LITERATURE

BICYCLE TEST REPORTS 1973

(5 minutes)

Juvenile bikes: 2 - 5
,174

10 manufacturers, .

6 - 9

13*manufacturers

10 - 13

25 manufacturers

Adult bikes: 1 + 3 speed

24 manufacturers

10 speed under $100

36 manufacturers

10 speeds. $1007St9

61 manufacturers

total 135 models

10 speeds $150-$249

34 manufacturers

10 speed over $250

37 manufacturers

Track bikes ---- 4

Tandems 8

Adult Trikes 6

Folding Bikes 15

Exercycles 8

Total 98 different manufacturers of bikes.

after careful consideration of this information, yoy may select another
sourcej

115
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BUREAU OF TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

(5 minutes)

YOU submit a proposal for VEA funds. The request is for $25,000

to cover equipment and faculty costs for the program. You receive a

phone call response from the Bureau which asks the following--

questions: Have you investigated local financial suppd t thoroughly?

Can you' cut down costs by an amalgamation with pr reductioAf

existing courses? You say that you will consider the questions

carefully.

giter careful cdrisideration of these questions, turn to page 144J

4

ti

.............
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L CAL COLLEGE

DIRECTOR OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

(5 Minutes) ,

The'director of continuing edueation believes that a-full program

in bicycling,should-probably not be offered at this time. She ¢el ieves

that the main appeal of the courses will be to amateurs who want to

know more about their bicycles but do not want to become employe in

the field. She thinks that one or two courses should be tried i the

. evening, "to test the program',
is

appeal", then a decision about a full
3, - .

, program could be made. ,She_reminds you that several other programs at

the college have been developed in this manner.

/After careful consideration of the director's opiriions, you may select'.

another source.j.

.....

z4^
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BUSINESS AND TRADE

BICYCLE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

(5 minutes)

(The BIA might be called the Chamber of Commerce of bicycling). In

a response to your-letter, the chairman of the BIA applauds your intention

/

to set up a "sorely-needed",program. He states that the or6gram will

boost the qualityof the bicycling industry as a, whole, This letter

contains two other points.of interest. First, he believes that the next

five years will witness a change in the nature of bicycle shons. Many

new shops will close and Adershops will expand: Customers will want to

buy parts rather than new bicycles. They will alsQ, want to-take their

service problems to established dealers whose presence in the community

is assured. As a result, the late arrival, fly-by-nighfshops will be

in trouble. The chairman's. second point is that the BIA might lie willing

to donate.1500 for the establishment of the program.

5 minutes ybu will receive a letter; turn to page 124 to open itJ

113
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LITERATURE

BICYCLING - APRIL 1975

(5 minutes)

1974 sales of bicycles.= 14,150,000'

1973.sale5 of bicycles = 15,300,000

.
I

Sales estimate for 19751s 13 million, doltrom an earl

'estimate of 16 mi1Iion. The drop a fects low and middle

priced.bikes more than high-priced bikes.

- --

/

In 1974, 72 per cent of all bikes sold were made in the U.S.

(10161,000). 1,979',000 imported bicycles were sold, 1.3

* 1 '
miAion less than in 1973.

/After careful consideration of this inforniation, you may select

another source.7

>r

_..
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EXTERNAL EDUCATION AGENCIES

BOCES

.0 minutes)

The BOCES director indicates by phone that he has considered

offering some introductory bicycling courses at the BOCES. He

believes that the preparation of shop personnel is below college

However, he would be willing to talk'further with you. He alrepdy

has offered One course' on bicycle repair and he has approximately

$7.,000 worth of equipment available in his labs. .If arrangemdnts

could beworked.out, the students in-the college program might be

able to use that equipment in the BOCES facilities. The director also

wants to know if BOCES students would have to repeat the introductory

courses at the college level.

Lifter careful consideration of this information, you may select another
souree.7

OI
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DEAN OF INSTRUCTION

(5 minutes)

The Dean of Instruction calls you. He says that he has received,

a phone call from the directdr of mechanical technology about your

proposed'program, The director has voiced opposition to the establish-

ment of a separate program in bicycling. He has raised the'fallowing

points: The program will be a technology program if it follows the Los

Angeles model; its costs could.be reduced significantly if present
e

mechanical technOlogy equipment Ad instructors are used; s4dents might

be drawn from ex sting courses in mechanidal technology into si ar

courses in a di ferent department. The Dean asks that you talk-With the

mechanical tech dlogy director about these concerns.

o

ZAfter careful consideration of the Dean's, concerns, you ma,V seleCt another
source_?

q
.24

0

0
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COCAL AND REGIONAL CLUBS

v

ENI&LLMENT SURVEY

(10 minutes)
,

Wilber anP4c1

Numbers of members e 15. 200

.1

Local Regional

1 5

Member Interest in Attending Program
P

." Full time

.very interested

somewhat .i nteresped

not interested
4

Part -time

very i nteres te

somewhat inter
not interested

sted- 4:"

/Turp,to the next page...7

2

1

12

4

4
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LOCAL AND REGIONAL CLUBS

EMPLOYMENT SURVEY

4ift

You survey the local and regional clubs to find out what percentage

of the available jobs might be taken by people who are interested in

bicycling but'who might not be employed in the field. You assumethat the

bicycle clubs attract pecitfle with some skills who are deeply interested in
.

bicycling. Your survey reveals the following information:

411 . Number of responses

40
Local Regional

A. Estimation of skills
General Knowledge - a lot 10 , 100

some 4 . 54

, 3 36

-
Repair and service - a lot 6 .60

some 8 - i10
little 3 30.

Technique - touring,

4°
:Racing - a Tot 3 32

some 8 89
little 4 79',

re '

B. Present Employment:

t_

Local Regional
FT/ PT FT / PT'

. .. bicycling: .

Shoos 2 / 4' 14 / 12.....

-.-,...r.0.-... . . Manufacturers w 11

. ,...

I

Non-bicycling
. .7

Unemployed: . t

__seeking work . .

ineligible for employment 2 .6'8

/Yuri to the next page]

13

"r, e.
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C. Future Employment Ihterests in Bicycling:

L-ocal Regional
FT / PT FT-7/ PT

1976 Shops 4 / 3

. Manufacturers 1 6

Other

1977 Shops
Manufacturers

Other
1

2 / 6
10

1-

1978 Shops 1 3
Manufacturers 5

Other

1979 Shops
ManufacturerS
Other

Reasons for Entry or Departure

Entry:

"Retirement, want part-time money"
"Love the field but a student now"

Departure:

"Low, salary"

"Find employment in my profession"

after careful consideration of this information, you may select
another source_?

": .

;



BICYCLE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

(5minutes)-

You receive a check for $500 in the mail and a copy of a public

relations release from the BIA. The release reads:

IA Funds Community College Program

As part of its continuing_efforts to advance the

-bicycle industry, the Bicycle Institute of America has

awardri a grant to Lothlorien Community,College for

the establishMent of a new program in bicycle sh9p.

management. The Chairman of the BIA, Arnold Jones,

"as stated, "Lothlorien is to be congritulatedlfOr.iti

commitment to the improvement of the, bicytling industry.

. The preparation of qualified shop managers is sorely

'needed :in our industry today."

A note from Mr. Jones asks for your prompt approval of the release

for publication in local and national media.,

/After careful consideration of this information, you say select another

source:7

.0; 4
na
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Bicycle Management and Recreation
University Extension Center at Cheese.

Wisconsin
- _

( 5 minutes)

Rrogram Description: This program enables students to become

recreation supervisors with an emphasis on bicycle management and

instruction. Graduates have found work with local and state ,

recreation agencies; environ4ntal protection grobps; bicycle Magazine

publishers and professional toil). agendies.

Course No. and\ritle

First Semester
ER 100

"ENG 101

HPER 107.

PSYC 101

HIST 101 or 121 i

Second Semester
ENG 102

HPER 204

SOC- 101

HPER 108

HIST 102 or 122

Third Semester
HPER 212

HPER 205

BIO 101

ENG X

'HPER 105

h Credits

Health 3

Composition 3

Basic Bicycling 3

Psychology 3

History , ,3

Composition 3

Intro. to Recreation 3

SociOlogy. i

Bike Repair 3

History 3

Sikecology. 3

Recreational Supervision 3

Biology I 4.

literature 3

First Aid .

Fourth Semester
HPER 213 Bicycling Organizations and

Action Groups

BIO 102 Biology II

:...,,-, ;EER3:10 . 8ikepacking 2
1..V. .

. ."",..Afectivey
-,w..,.. .r ,...... .

-',1,, .:, ./j4... ,.

Eng X Literature

71LTto the next page] -'

2
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Course Descriptions

HPER 107 Basic Bicycling

Students are tauglethe ft-IT-Owl-fig: -bicycle history; how to buy
a bicycle, how to Tide; b$ing your way to health; touring and racing

. fundamentals. *"

HPER 108 Bike Repair , 3

Students learn to disassemble, repair and resemble parts of
one, three, five and ten speed bicycles.

HPER 210 Bikepacking 2

The course is divided:into three parts: a discussion of equip-
ment and techniques; planning for an extended bike topr; and 0 two week
tour .on the CrOss-Wisconsin Bikeway.

HPER 212\ Bikecology 3

The bicycle is seen ak.a means to personal and environmental
health. Students plan an aeorobics and meditation program for them-
selves and a bikeways program for the community.

HPER 213

t

Bicycle Organizations 2

and Action Grioups

The historical development and political importance of bicycle
organizatiqns are discussed. Students work with representatives of
local bicycle clubs, lobby organizations and the legislature.

After careful consideration of this information, you may select another
sdurcej

*4' .rte L

4
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LITERATURE

NEWSPAPERS

'(5 minutes)

I

:

During the 'past two weeks, the nearest big-city newswaper

has adyertised three positions in bicycle shops. All three are

sales and service positIons, requiring experience in all areas

of repair except for frame reconstruction. Salary range is

from $7000-$10000 for qualified individuals.

After careful consideration of this information, you may select
another source./

S
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EXTERNAL EDUeATION AGENCIES

HIGH SCHOOL B

(5 minutes)

Counselors: "We estimate that two or three of our studenti would.

enroll in this program. As you know, we send about one hundred

graduates to LCC and we have no idea about What they enroll in.'

Teachers: We don't know if the field needs two-year college people.

Our tech students should handle these jobs. Besides, what's so

difficult about fixing bicycles?"

After careful consideration of this information, you may select another
' source:7"

4

1
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HAROLD R. SMITH

(5 minutes)

You receive a phone call from)iarold R. Smfth,"a retired engineer

for Design Craft. Mr. Smith has heard about the program from the

personnel manager at Design Craft. He wants to talk with you about the

oosqibility of his teaching in the program. He cites some of his

accomplishments in the areas of stress analysis and wind resistance

testing. He believes that he can-1%ring quality and experience,to a

orogram that preoares fUture engineers". He has outlined a couple of

courses that he would like to teach: Stress and Fatigue in Materials

. and Construction; and Advanced Design Concepts. He wants to set up an

.interview with you in the near future.

Lrn 5 minutetiyour phone will ring again. Turn to page 152 to answer itj

mr,

0

1 9
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BUSINESS AND TRADE

DESIGN CRAFT COMPANY

(5 minutes)

Design daft has been manufacturing Darts for bicycles for the past

twenty years. Lately,. it has been marketing such innovative parts as:

sealed bearing hubs and bottom brackets, titanium-manganese freewheels,
IF

and lightweight seat posts. The personnel manager cites hiring figures

for the company for the past three years:

top managers

*second line managers

designers-engineers
,

*technicians quality-control,
etc.

,:-

*salesmen

73

1

4

3

4

2

74'

1

3

4

3

75

2

5

3

. 5v

3 1

1

,,

He stars the areas that have been marked by the'growth of jobs instead

of the replacement of personnel. He talks about the company's history in

and commttment.to the design and manufattUre of new parts. He believes

th t a meeting might be set up between you and personnel from the company

J/

)

fter-careful consideration of this information,, turn to page 129.7

(
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iXTERNALEOUCATION AGENCIES

REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL

(5 minutes)
,

Although ,hey are concerned that the program will be located

Outside of a major city, the Council knows of no competitive programs.

They recommend, however, that you see how your introductory courses

articulate with several continuing education courses that are offered

by high schools and-a university inthe region.

/After careful
source .7

consideration of this information, yOu may selpct another

I,

1 V.

ti
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'motorc cle mechanics reveals "rapid growth" for employment.
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LITERATURE

STATE MANPOWER STUDIES

(5 minutes)

New Yor k State Comprehensive Manpower Plan - 1974

No information is available, but cross checking with

. _
/After careful consideration of this information, you may select°
another source.?

a
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EXTERNAL EDUCATION AGENCIES

HIGH SCHOOL A

(5 Mjnutefl

Counselors: "from a survey of 100 students who expect to attend LCC,

nine have expressed an interest in this program. As you know, many

of our students change their minds between now and September, so
. 0

you might attract three of our students. Oh, by the way, how is

Randy Eberle doing up at LCC? He was a fine student here."

4.,

Teachers: It sounds like a great idea. Keep me informed about the

program and I'll talk it up in my courses. I'd like totakethe

introductory course myself."

5)

.1

After careful consideration of this information, you may select another
source.7 . . ,,.,

..

0I

,..

.
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EXTERNAL` EDUCATION AGENCIES

'PEEL COLLEGE

(5 minutes)

Peel College offers a program for bicycle shop Managers in the

greater Miami area. Twenty of the program's thirty graduates are so

employed; the remainder work for regional and national firms. The

program cost $20,000 to establish, includi

and equipment. Money for the program came

g one new faculty member

from the deletion of a

struggling program. Some services and equipment are shared with the

business division. If.you would like a copy of the program outline,

please don't hesitate to ask.

.0 you decide to ask for an outline, turn to page 154j

-A)
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)0CACCOLLEGE

r

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT STAFF
r I

(5 minut\es

The chairwoman of the business diVfkion has contacted you about the

osed program. She yieves that the orogram,might be appropriate as

an option under the business management, program "because of all.the

buOness,cours,es that /are needed." She sites the program at Peel College

as g example of a bicycling program that should be offered by the business

division. "Besides", she states, "students will be eligible for more 'obs

if they have a business !degree and not a bicycling degree"; She wan you

to keep: in touch with her, because of the potential loss or, gin of/
k,

students in business courses if the progw_ls anpr6ed.

after carefu*Aconsideration of this information, you may sele tanother

. s'ourcej.
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Bicycle.TechnolodY,Program
Smog Technology College

California -

4 4

(5 minutes)

Program Description: In the United,States today, bicycling is a

.'rapidly expanding form of transportation. By 1980,.100 millinp .

bicycles are expected to be,in use in the nation. The purpose of this
..

program is to train techicians who can repair, design and build

cycles and parts to meet the needs of today and tomorrow. Recent

graduates have been employed by such companies as: Shimano-USA;

. Schwinn; Dobi Company; Maeda Industries; and Phil Woods. They have

been employed as service adviseri and technicians.for local manufacturing,

supply and retail firms.

COurse No. and Title.

. First Semester
BIC 101 Introdudtory Bicycling 3

ENG 101 Composition 3

PHY '111 Applied Physics, I '4

MET 110 Drafting 3

MAT 105 Tech MathI J3

Credits

Second Semester ,-

SPH 101 . Speech , - 4

'MET 104 * Manufacturing Processes 2

PITY 112 Applied Physics II
i,

4

BIC 102 Bicycle Service
3

MAT 106 Tech Math Iii ' 3

1 0

LYurn to the next page7

.4*

.0,



Third Semester

-137-
A

°

'BIC 2.41 Engineering & Design 3

MET 114 ... --. -
Value Engineering 3

X X X . Soc. Sci. Elective
c

3

MET 108 Mechanics 3

MET 204 Engineering Materials 2

Fourth Semester

Stress AnalysisMET 205

X X IX. Soc. Sci. Elective 3.
.1_,.

BIC 202 Engineerihg & Design 3

X X X Electives 6

AO

Course Descriptions

BIC 101 . Introductory Bicycling - 3
I Th .,i

Students learn the basic principles of bicycles construction; .. ,
riding techniques; purchasing; health and safety; and 'racing and
.touring.

c'

5. .

BIC 102 Bicycle Servic'e 3

tu-dents' learn-to'repair different models oaf the following:.
hubs, cranks, peals, freewheels, brakes, headsets, gear shifters and
depilleurs. Frame brazing and wheel: ass.embly are taught.

BIC. 201 Engineering & Design I 3

Students are introduced to bicycle engineering. Materials,
methods of construction and design,concepts are discussed.

BIC 202 Engineering & Design II 'r 3

Students construct a bicycle of their own design.

. Lifter careful 4onsideration of this information. you ,may select another
source .7
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BUSINESS AND TRADE

LOCAL AND REGIONAL SHOPS

(10 minutes)

I Number of shops

Number of shops responding

II Personnel employed

Managers

Service

Sales

. Interest in Attending Program

Local Regional
FT/PT FT/PT

9 75

9 30

9/2 30/4

5/6 40/20

6 10/18

Managers: very 1 2
,somewhat 2 7
not 6 20

Service: very
1 4

somewhat 3 7
not . 4 18

Sales: very 3
somewhat 1 4
not - 10

B. Reasons.for Lack of Interest

"Distance from college"
"Scheduling is a Problem" .

"Already a college graduate"

IV. A. expect to hire managers - 1976 . 2 2
include sale of shop) - 1977 1/3 4/6

- 1978 2/4 6/8
- 1979 a/5 9/10

IS II

service: - 1976 2/4 16/12
- 1977 4/0 16/19
- ,1978 -/3 J0/12

. .r1979 4/6 '12/18

)
I.

q sales - 1976 2 3/6
,

- 1977 1/3 519
-. 1978 1/4 5/12
1979 ii::.9 2/5 9/15

.jurn todthe next pagej.
1
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8. Willingness to employ graduates ih
preference to others:

Very willing 2 7
Somewhat 3 15
Not'willing 4 8

CI Reasons for willingness/non-willingness
to employ graduates.

"better training than our shop can do"
"will be able to dp diverse tasks;
"need an infusion of new skills around here"

Non-yillingnets:

"over-trained for our needs"

"I fear that.their.salary demands flu be
too high"

/After careful consideration of this information, you may select another
source.7

F

1

L

4

9 ,
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VE}4ILIA D. PACER

(10 minutes)

Two weeks after you contacted the Pacer Bicycle Company, you

receive a call from the lawyer for Vermilia D. Pacer, the widow of

Cyrus Pacer, founder of Paaer'Industries. The lawyer states that

Mrs. Pacer has learned of the potential program and might be willing

to make a "substantial donation" for its establishment. You agree to

talk with Mrs. Pacer about the program. .

s.

blher commitments delay th@ meeting. ,After 10 minutes, turn to page 146J

117 AN,

4

1
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LOCAL COLLEGE

MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY STAFF

(5 minutes)

(

The head of the mechanical technology Program believes that the new

program should be an option under mechanical technology. He cites the

program,at Smog Tech as an example of a program that is "actually a

mechanical technology program". He contends that the mechanical techntilogy

program already has the basic staff and equipment to educate students.

All that would be required is "a new staff member and $5000 of materials.

Otherwise the costs might be as high as $50,000 for equtpment." He would

like to talk With you further aboutpis concerns, "because of the parallel

between your program and mine".

/Tour phone-is ringing. Turn to page 120 to answer it:7

a'

.2
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BUSINESS AND' TRADE

PACER BICYCLE COMPANY

(5 minutes)

Pacer Company is the nearest manufactorer of bicycles to your college.

It is located approximately 20 miles from the college. The personnel

manager at Pacer reports that sales have been off this year and some

assembly people have been laid off. If this setback continues, then some

designers and second level managers will be laid off. He remarks that

these cutbacks contrast sharply with the growth of the company over the'

last five years. Pacer has trebled its size 'since 1970. He blames the

recession for the cutbacks and believes thatthe.company might start to

grow again in the next six months.

fftter careful consfderation.of this information, turn to page 140.1'

"IV

":1 3
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LOCAL COLLEGE

DIRECTQROF RESEARCH

(5 minutes) N

fr

The director of research, an avid bicyclist hit:self, offers to

help with the design of your survey instruments. He also suggests

that you survey local and regional bicycle clubs to assess the possible

enrollment and/or employment interests of their numbers.

. frf you decide to work with the director, turn to page 121:7

0

0

.4

°
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BUREAU OF TWO-YEAR.,COLLEGES

(5 minUltes)

)

/...:- ./You receive .a $7,500 grant to cover equipment costs for

1

5.1

It

the program.. "1634:4. i

",

After careful consideration of this information, you may-select another ,

source.7

..

',.

i;

0 ..

.

/

t

s..
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VA:
' LITERATURE

,

NATIONAL MANPOWER STUDIES

,
(5 minutes)

611;iiliA1.04tlook Handbook - 1972-73'

no information

In cross checking employment opportunities -in motorcycle

mechanics, you saw a pfedIskon of rapid growth. Throughout

the 1970's, afeW hundred-new job openings should be available

each year. Other information about this field indicates that

it might, in fact, provide comparable information for bicycle

mechanics.

Tomorrow's Manpower Needs - 1969

no information

r

Occunational.Manpower and Training Needs

no information

/After careful consideration of this information, you may select
another source)

yl

7
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VERMILIAD. PACER

(5 minutes)

At the meeting with Mrs. Pacer, you learn that she will give

$15,000 to. the program"if the following conditions are met: (l)' the
program is named for her husband; (2) it is dedicated to the Pacer

Principle,"Leadership by Design". .'Thus, it must be dedicated to the

preparation of bicycle designers and engineers; (3) the program is

open only to the highest ability students as measured by c'ompetetive

entrance examinations. Mrs. Pacer says that she will add addititnal
scholarsh money 'if necessary to . ensure the fulfil lihent. of the third
condition. so, she "will see to .it" Att thetop graAu4s are.
hired by the Pacer Company. You thank her for the offer and smithli
you will consider it carefully.

M.

After careful consideration of this information, you may select another
source.7

315

7
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EXTERNAL EDUCATION AGENCIES

HIGH SCHOOL C

(5 minutes) ,-r"

Counselors: "Although only 18 per cent of our students go on to

college, this type of program might attract quite a few. Despite

the fact that the bicycle has 'always been a middle class toy, a lot

of our kids have bikes and are interested in their upkeep. Too bad

they` can't bring them to school bec use they'll get ripped off."

Teachers: "If you want our kids to enroll, then you're going to 'have

to find some way to get them batk mid forth from their homes. Also,

our students will nq-enroll if you load then down witH a lot of

a'Aact stuff. 'If you start with their hands,t6ir hedds will

follow "
A

gfte careful consideration of this information, you mdy'select another
source:7

0
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EXTERNAL EDUCATION, AGENCIES

SMOG TECHNOLOGY COLLEGE

(5 minutes)

A call is placed to Smog Technology College, the home of a two-year

program in bicycle techAology. You speak to the director of the program.

The director says thatthe program prepares technicians and designers

for bicycle industries. The program produces twenty graduates each

year, mho find employment locally and nationally. The program cost

about $50,000 initially.foe capital equipment and $32,000 for new

facility. It has nd, problem attracting students, including Mexican-

American youth. If you want further information, he will be pleased td

send you a cdurse'outline for:the program. ,

V ;
1,4e.

e,

'elt77;?Wde to ask for further informatidn, but the mail is delayed.

Wait five minutes and then turn to page 136.7

.119
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-IXtERNAL EDUCATION AGENCIES

BUREAU OF TWO-YEAR.COLLEGES-

(5 minutes)

You contact the Bureau of Two- allege Programs of the State

Education Department about a possible grant of VEA funds for the

. .

establishment of ''the program. 'YOU receiye word that a proposal must
N,

be written.--*u also learn that VEA'gwts for equipment have

decreased:during'the past five years.

4. 0

/If you still decide ta submit a proposal, turn to page:115.j

53
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EXTEROL.EDUCATION'AGENCIES

UNIVERSITY OF.WISCONSIN,CHEESE

(5 minutes)

The director, of the Cheese program has-no informatio bout the

.establishment of the program. .She arrived on the jobrlast month and her

"desk is a shambles". Hpwever, she will be pleased tb send you an out -

line of the program if you would like one.

OA

a

Lp. you would like an .outline of the program, turn to page 123.17
.. . .

IJ

OA.

1,

9

r
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LOCAL COLLEGE

ADMISSIONS AND COUNSELING STAFF

, (5 minutes)

Admissions: - The director states that. new students are-More:career

oriented than'in the Past. Fifty perant.are now

enrolled in career programs. However, full-time day

.

4

enrollment is down wpile part-time enrollment includes

.60 percent of all. tudents. He.is unsure 'whether you

should focus on ounger or older stUdents, on initial
. .

. or continui0/education.
/.

/

Counselors' The counselors believe that e'program will attract a

diversity of students: yo ng, career-oriented students

and older, leisure-orie ed students. They predict a

large enrollment in i r rodUctory courses with s perhaps,

a fall ng off id ad tnced courses. One counselor

suggest that thi program might attract older people

whb are looking or part-time or full-time work. She .

suggests ey of the Potential enrollment.of these

people.

ZYter,carefuYconsideration of thi§ itifOrmatien,turn to page 153.17.
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You get
AI

a phone cart from Mr. Raymond Schwarz of Design Craft. He
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RAYMOND SCHWARZ

(5 minutes)

has" heard about the.Ooposed program from the personnel manager. He
7

believes that the company might be able to set up a cooperative education

program with the college. Design Craft might accommodate two or three

students each semester in various departments of the company. pe
/
ould

0
like to know what you plan to teach the students and whether 0. not you

have. any interest in this offer. 1

.

-,

/After careful consideration Df this information, you may select another .

source)

3
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF 'RETIRED PERSONS

(5 minutes) 1

A list of AARP members in the area was obtained. It was assumed that

1

'this list would include many actite older citizegs who might be interested

in the progral and/or in part-time or full-time work in this field. A

survey of the members was conducted with the following results:.

.

Number surveyed

Number responding

Interest in 'attending

120

80

Pah

1. a) Full-time 0

b) Part-time 12

2. a) Introductory courses 12

b) Advanced courses 4

3. a) Professional

courses only 5

b) Other courses as well 7

Interest in employment

a) Full-time

b) Part7time 4
.

. Nature of desired employment'

a) Sales 1

b). Service. 2 ,/
c) ManageMent 2

/

fgf ter careful coniideration of this inforMation,iyu may select another-

source .7

/

,:,
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Bicycle Shopt4anagement Program

Peel College
Florida

-

Course No. and Title

Second Semester
ENG.102

BIC 102

.ACC 102

BUS 213

BUS 230

Third Semester
BIC 201

BUS 214

BUS 210

X X X*

X X X*

Recommended Course Sequence

First Semester
ENG 101 Composition'

BIC 101 4 Introduction to. Bicycling

ACC 101
_ Principles of Accounting

BUS 108 Intro to Business

BUS 111 Bus. Math

Co ition

Maintenance & Repair

Principles of.Accounting

Principlesof Retailing

Business ComMunications

Advanced Bicycling

Principles of Sales

Business Law. I-

Soc. Sci. Elective 3

Science Elective

*recommend psycholo4, economics, sociology.°

Fourth Semester -
BIC 202

X X X

BUS 211

X X X

X X X

'Shop Management

,Elective

iness Law II

14' Soc. Sci. Elective

Science Elective

/

LTurn to theylext page_?

0

.3

Credits

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

'3 ,

3

3

A-

4

3'

3

3

3

4
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Course Descriptions

BIC 101 IntrodUction to Bidding 3
. .

The student is introduced to the weld,of bicycling. The
history and lore of bicycling is discussed. Bicycle characteristics,
riding techniques, and'simple repairs are taught.

BIC 102 Maintenance & Repair 3

Advanced l'epairs are taught for one, three, fiveand ten speed
bicycles. Included are: freewheel, hub, bottdm.bracket and headset
overhaul; wheel lacing and truing; frame and fork straightening.
Students will disassemble and reassemble a-threespeed and a ten
speed bicycle.

BIC 201 Advanced Bicycling 3 .,'

The bicycle's rel tionship to personal health and ecology is
taught., Racing and f ring techniques are introduced'. Each student

. plans And executes a,three day bike trip.

BIC 202 .c Shop Management 3 .

, The problems of establishing and running a bicycle shop are
discussed. Students will plan, setup and operate a bodel shop.
FiPld trips are conducted to manufacturing plants and established
shops.

Program Statement ( . '
y..,

The purpose of the Bicycle, Shop Management Program is to educate

the present or potential skip owner whois capable of serving an in-

creasing need within his community. Through an prganized se9uence of

experiences, behavioral development is elicited to permit graduates of

the program to function. in this capacity.
. - .

.

Graduates have found placement as managerg' and owners of bicycle ..

, .p

shops; representatives for bicycle manufacturers; and as salesmen and
40

executives for distributing houSes and parts manufacturers.

gfter care
sourceff

consideration of this info)lation, you may select another
4

J,
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LITERATURE

BICYCLE SPOKESMAN

(5 minutes)

The magazine listed'the following pftential employers in.

their advertisements:

Supply Houses - general - 2

specific - 2

National and Regional Distributors.- 11

Manufacturers - bikes - U.S.- 2

other - 4

- parts - U.S. - 8

other - 3

Shops - Vermont -6

Pennsylvani ,13

New York 10

flew Jersey.4

'Massachusetts 12

Connecticut 4

Lifter careful consideration of this information, you may select
another source_?

.-st

a
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SIMULATION RESPONSE SHEET

(10 minutes)

1. What did you decide about the implemerrtation of this program?

. What information:

a) was most important in the making of your decision?

b) 46s least important?

'c) Would have helped if you had it? (Review unused sources of

information)

3. In what order did you investigate the information in the precision

phase?

identity

,

articulation

resources

students

employment

support,

evaluation

4. Was your knowledge of the System helpful in your deliberations about

this program? Ifso., how?'

5. How might the System have been more helpful?
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CONCLUSION

The user might want to compare his or her precision decisions with/

theAecisions of other users. In the pilot use of the simulation,, groups

of two-year college staff members made the following decisiohs about

the program:

4

a) To implement the program as an option under mechanical.

.technology, with electives in business management. This group

thought that the supply of students and.jobs justified the

establishment of the program. They began with the identity

subsystem and then worked through, in order, students, employ-

ment, resources and articulation. k.

b) To adopt an open front approach to the establishment

of the program. This group decided to establish two courses

during the regular semester: -Introduction to Bicycling and

Bicycle Maintenance. The success of these courses would,

dictate the future of the program. The group started with

students and worked through, in order, employment, support,

articulation, identity and resources.

c) To establish,a complete and, independent program in

bicycle technology and management. This:group, from a ,

residential college, expeCted to attract students from through-

Out the state. They believed that adequate revenue could be

gathered to justify the independent establishment of the pro:

gram, but they would also use existing business and 'mechanical

technology faculty when possible.

I
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d) Not to establish any program in bicycling. This

group.did not believe that a program was justified. However,

they recommended the establishment of two evening courses in

bicycling. The group believed that the University of Wisconsin

program was, potentially, the most desirable two-year program.

They based their decisions on the support and identity sub-

systems.

Four groups, four decisions -- basically the sade- information: The

Program process can go in different directions, toward different con-

clusions. None of the d- isiens of the four groups is necessarily correct.
sow

None is necessarily wrong.

At this time, the user of the simulation might be dissatisfied with

his or her results. The user might complain that more time, energy or

information is needed to make a proper degision about the bicycling pro-t

gram. That is correct. ButAnstead of Vle ideal, this simulation has

reflected the real process of program Planning: too little time, too

little solid information. The process wit -' never be perfect. Hopefully, -

however, the readers of this document and users of this simulation will

be able to improve the program nlanning.process in which they take part.

That improvement has been the.reason for this document.

UNIVERSITY OF MC
LOS ANGELES

OCT 31 tit ..
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